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ABSTRACT

(Distribution Limitation Statement B)

The theoretical problem of pulsed chemical laser ignition by

very rapid infrared laser absorption heating is investigated. It is found

that for single-phase systems, the only hope for ever achieving energy

gain appears to lie in the utilization of long or fast-branching chemical

chains in the pumping reactions. For the hydrogen-halide system, the

usable chain length is severely limited by the very rapid collisional de-

excitation rate of the vibrational states bv the reaction product molecules,

making positive energy gain very unlikely. In two-phase systems, how-

ever, one may try to utilize the large amount of combustion energy

release from burning of finely-dispersed, submicron size solid particles

for generation of additional atoms required in the pumping of the laser

reactions. The reduced input energy requirement for generating a fixed

number of active atoms in such two-phase system may improve the

prospect for achieving positive energy gain in multistage pulsed chemical

laser applications.
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SECTION I

SU[Mm 2R Y

A sununary of the ess,3ential findings of a 6-month theoretical study

on the feasibility of pulsed chemical laser igni'iion by very rapid infrared

absorption heating is presented. Specifically, the infrared source of

particular interest is the output from another high-power laser, so that

the subject of this investigation is, in effect, pulsed-chcnnical laser

initiation by another laser. Detailed technical results from this investiga-

tion arc presented in section II.

- TECINICAL PI{OBIIEM AND oldj .GTIVE{ Of. STUDY

To make high-energy pulsed chenmical laoer operations feasible.

it is necessary to obtain some muittiplication factor of the input initiation

energy. There are currently several methods of initiating a chemical

laser --- flashlamp, spark discharge, and electron beam. All of these

nmetihonds have potential lini tatuil1 s when applied to scaling of large

pulsed laser systems. Among the problk'in a rc is are efficiency of initia-

tion, volume uniformity of initiation, speed of initiation, and the required

pulsed duration of the initiating system, One method which has not yet

been investigated is the initiation of a pulsed chemical laser by anlother

laser. In view of the current rapid developtment of high-power chemical

and nonchemical lasers, and tht many desirable characteristics of such

lasers (e.g. , rapid rise time, beani uniformity, adaptability to multiple

I



staging, etc. ) which suggest themnselves as natural initiation sources for

the later-stage power anmplifiers in a pulsed chemical laser system, the

feasibility of such initiation method merits exploration so that their

potential usefulness can be further assessed.

The objective of the present investigation is, therefore, to deter-

mnine the feasibility of initiating a pulsed chemical laser by the use of

another laser. The main emphasis of this study i, in the identification

and definition of the physical and chemical conditions under which such

initiation process would be favorable.

2. GENERAL METHOD OF APPROACH

Since txis is a theoretical study involving the exploration o± an

original concept, our method of approach necessarily involves more than

what is ordinarily required in a standard analytical programn, Thus, in

addition to litcrature search for relevant data and related previous works,

it is necessary to carry out conceptual formulation involving consideration

of many altrernatives before detailed formulation and numnerical comrputa-

tion can begin. In areas where no experimental data or prior knowledge

exist, it is also necessary to consult experts in related fields so that

meaningful extrapolations from existing knowledge can be made and the

probable uncertainties in the resultant order-of-magnitude estimates can

bie assessed.

2!



Because of the extremely short duration of the contracted study,

opportunity for in-depth investigation is severely limited, and breadth

coverage of many pertinent subjects is, at best, highly selective. A best

effort has been made, however, in striking a proper balance between

breadth and depth coverage within the time and resources available so that

the most important features and inherent limitations of the pulsed chemical

laser initiation problem can be brought out and some preliminary conclu-

sions can be drawn regarding the feasibility of the laser initiation process.

3. TECHNICAL RESULTS

From a pragmatic point of view, the use of one laser to initiate or

"trigger" another laser will be meaningful only if one or more of the

following functions could be accomplished: (a) Power or energy amplifica-

tion, (b) frequency shift to facilitate beam propagation and/or energy

coupling to target, and (c) pulse shaping for the same purposes. However,

because the energy output per unit volume or per mole of reactants from

current pulsed chemical lasers, by whatever means of initiation, is

generally minuscule in comparison with their true potential, achievement

of significant energy amplification have, therefore, been considered our

most important immediate objective.

It may be noted that all chemical laser systems which have been

studied or under active investigation as reported in the published and

unpublished literatures up to the time of commencement of the present
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research (May 1971) were "single-phase" systems. That is, the lasing

medium from which chemical energy was to be extracted and converted

into coherent radiation energy was either akl in the gas-phase or all in the

liquid-phase. In fact, the most energetic chemical laser systems dis-

covered to date have been, and apparently still are, purely single-phase

[ systems involving only gaseous mixtures (e. g., the hydrogen-halogen

systems). For this very reason, the proposed feasibility study was origi-

nally intended only for single-phase pulsed chemical laser systems. This is

reflected in the contractual work statement (Section I). However, soon

after the commencement of the contracted study, we discovered that artificial

enhancement of infrared absorption in a laseable gas mixture can, in principle,

be achieved by the addition of finely-disperA d, submicron size solid

particles (or liquid droplets) into the gaseous medium. Furthermore, the

addition of such solid particles of suitably chosen chemical properties into

a laseable gas mixture may greatly improve the energy gain potential of

the resultant "two-phase system. "

The consideration of more than one phase of matter in a lasing

medium clearly represents an additional complication which one wishes to

avoid, if at all possible. However, we feel that in any search for poten-

tially high gain and/or high-power laser systems in the conceptual stage,

there appears to be no good a priori reason for limiting oneself to the

consideration of only single-phase systems. Accordingly, with the con-

sent of cognizant personnel at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory ,(AFWL)

Air Force Special Weapons Center (PMRA), contract number F29601-71-
C-0081, 5 May 1971, pp. 25-26.
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.1nd at lhe Advanced Research Projects Agency/Strategic Technolo'y Office

(AIlPA/STO), we have broadened the scope of our theoretical study of

pulsed chemical laser initiation to include the consideration of "two-phase

systems" -- with no increase in the contracted leve of effort

The major conclusions which we have arrived at by the end of the

6-month period are as follows:

A. Initiation of a pulsed chemical laser by another laser is

generally feasible.

B. In single-phase pulsed chemical laser systems, the only hope

for ever achieving energy gain appears to lie in the utilization

of long or fast-branching ch'emical chains in the pumping

reactions.

C. For the hydrogen-halide system, which is about the only

chemical laser system that has been demonstrated to be capable

of operating at high-power density in continuous wave (CW)

application, the usable chain length appears to be severely

limited by the very rapid collisional de-excitation rate of the

vibrational states by the reaction product molecules [e. g. , de-

excitation of HF(v) by HF(O)]. The chain-branching rate in the

single-phase hydrogen-halide system also appears to be too

slow to be of any help.

D. If long chemical chains cannot be utilized, and the energy

required for generating active atoms for the pumping of the

5;
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lasing reactions must come from the external energy source,

the laser output energy will always be smaller than the inpuc

energy supplied by the external source and hence a positive

energy gain will not be possible. The fact that all pulsed

chemical laser experiments using flashlanlp and electric dis-

charge initiation in hydrogen-halogen mixtures failed to yield

any significant laser output energy in relation to the initiation

energy is, perhaps, a good indication of this situation.

E. In two-phase systems, one may try to make use of the large

amount of combustion energy release from burning of finely-

dispersed, submicron size solid particles for generation of

dissociated atoms in the hot flame zone surrounding the

particles. If the combinatio-n of rate constants and experi-

mental parameters were right, there is a good chance that

frozen-diffusion of dissociated atoms from the hot flame zone

into the bulk of the inter-particle space would lead to efficient

conversion of the dissociation energy into laser energy through

nonchain rearrangement reactions.

F. The heat of combustion of some metal and solid compound is

often two orders of magnitude greater than the energy required

to heat the same mass of metal or compound up to their respec-

tive ignition temperature, there exists a good possibility for



achieving positive energy gain in the two-phase systems.

G. Our present knowiedge about the burning rate of submicron

size particles in laseable gas mixtures and about the chemical

kinetic and/or de-excitation rates of their reaction products

is too incomplete to allow any quantitative prediction of two-

phase pulsed chemical laser performance. In fact. we do not

even know the initial chemical stability (or time-dependent

explosion limit) of any of the energetically attractive two-

phase mixtures to allow an assessment of their suitability for

premixed pulsed laser operation at this time.

4. DOD IMPLICATIONS

Existing DOD/ARPA pulsed chemical laser programs at the

Aerospace Corporation, Avco Everett Research Laboratory, and at other

contractor locations all involve single-phase systems (i. e. , all gas mix-

tures). Initiation mechanisms for these single-phase systems are either

(a) flashlamp initiation, (b) electrical discharge initiation, or (c) electron

beam initiation. So far, no work o:n two-phase pulsed chemical laser

appears to have been done.

In view of the positive energy gain potential indicated for the two-

phase pulsed chemical laser system involving solid particle combustion,

it appears that a sufficient level of effort should be mounted by DOD in the

exploration of this potential so that its eventual development would not

7



represent a technical surprise. The problem of laser ignition of single-

and two-phase pulsed chemical laser systems also merits further explora-

tion since it may lead to convenient multiple staging of the power (or

energy) amplifiers within such systems.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The present investigation of the feasibility of pulsed chemical laser

ignition by very rapid infrared absorption heating clearly points to the need

for further research in the following areas of chemical physics so that the

energy gain potential of two-phase systems can be more quantitatively

assessed:

A. Chemical and thermal stability of two-phase mixtures with

laser potential.

B. Optical properties of solid particles which are energetically

attractive when used in two-phase chemical laser systems.

C. Ignition process and the rate of combustion of submicron size

particles in laseable gas mixtures.

D. Emissivity of the products of reaction in two-phase chemical

laser systems involving solid particle combustion.

E. Energy transfer mechanisms during solid particle combustion

in two-phase systems.

F. Excitation and de-excitation processes in heterogeneous,

nonsteady chemical reactions.

8



SECTION II

DETAILED TECHNICAL RESULT

1. INTRODUCTION

The potential of chemical lasers as efficient, high specific energy

coherent radiation sources has been well demonstrated by the recent works

of Airey and McKay, 1 Cool, Stephens et al. , and Spencer, Jacobs,

6-9
et al. Among the different single-phase chemical lasers studied, the

deuterium fluoride (DF) and the deuterium fluoride-carbon dioxide (DF-CO
2'

systems within the hydrogen-halide group appear most promising, both

from the point of view of energy conversion efficiency and that of atmos-

pheric propagation. Of these two systems, the pure DF laser, with strong

lines lying within the 3. 5 4. 2 u atmospheric window, offers one possible

advantage over the DF-CO system in terms of higher breakdown threshold

(by a factor of about 8 according to frequency-square scaling). On the

other hand, the DF-CO2 system, being a mixed gas system involving

vibrational energy transfer to a chemically inert diluent (i. e. , CO 2) of

variable concentration, may offer the advantage of being more flexible in

pulse- shaping.

While all of the recent works reported in the literature1-9 have

been concentrated in the study of CW chemical laser operation and per-

formance, corresponding effort in the basic study of pulsed chemical lasers

appears to be lagging. In addition to the problem of inversion kinetics,

9



there is the additional important problem of initiation in the pulsed opera-

tion. To make high-energy pulsed operations feasible it is necessary to

obtain some multiplication factor of the input energy. There are currently

several methods of initiating a chemical laser - spark discharge, flash-

lamp, and electron beam. All of these systems have potential limitations

when applied to scaling of large pulsed laser systems. Among the problem

areas are efficiency of initiation, volune uniformity of initiation, speed of

initiation and the required pulsed duration of the initiating system. One

method currently not being investigated is the initiation of a pulsed laser

with another laser.

The objective of this study is, therefore, to determine the feasi-

bility of initiating a pulsed chemical laser by the use of another laser.

The main emphasis of this study is to define the physical and chemical

conditions under which such initiation would be favorable.

The most penetrating theoretical analysis of single-phase chemical

laser operation applicable to pulsed hydrogen-halide systems involving

10
chain chemical reactions to date appears to be that of Oraevskii, even

though the analysis was limited to linear systems involving very few rate-

limiting reactions, Theoretical and experimental study of nonchain pulsed

chemical lasers in single-phase, hydrogen-halide systems initiated by

11flash photolysis have also been reported by Airey.

10



2. SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS OF PULSED CHEIMICAL

LASER DESIGN AND OPERATION

8 3
As explained by Spencer et al. and Cool et al., laser action in

the continuous-flow DF and the DY--CO 2 systems is caused by population

inversion among the first few vibrational Ilevels o DI, and that betwen the

(10 0)/(0200) and the (0001) levels of (O02, respectively. Yor both system s,

the chemical pumping energy was derived mainly froi the pair of chained

rearrangement reactions

F + D2  1) DY(v) A D All -31. 7 lcal/niole ()

I) 1 F 7-" Dl(v) -i F A II -106. 7 kcal/mole (2)

in which a large fraction of the respective chemnical energy released -3
(i. e. , negative value of the heat of formation i' 11) ended up in the vibra-

tional excitation of the newly formned D " molecules. In the experimental

arrangement of Spencer et al, , only reaction (1) was involIved and the

free fluorine atoms needed in the chained rearrang ement reaction was

supplied by thermal decomposition of SF ,'usin arc-heated nitrogen asUt
3-5

an external heat source. In the experimental arrangement of Cool -t al.,

reactions (1) and (2) were allowed to proceed sinmultan•eously in a mixing

flow consisting of orie stream of partially dissociated Y? and another

stream of D -CO mixture. Partial dissociation of the 1I2 gas in the

11
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I

prinmary stream was accompixshed either by a high-frequentuy electrical

discharge or by an auxiliary hypergolic reaction o the type

F) + NO - NOV 1" (F)

It is important to note that in the continuous flow chemical lasers

2-5 -
of the types described by Cool et al. a5nd by Spewicer et al. , the

chemical pumping rate was actually liniited by the r"ate of niolecular Mix-

ing between the active reactants when the initially s eg regated streamns

were brought together, and not by the chemical kinetic rates for the cor-

responding hornogeneous gas-phase reactions. The de-excitation rate,

on the other hand, was controlled by vibrational r-elaixa icon oft the rerpec-

tive lasing molecular species.

The use of heterogeneous stream miixing as a nmeans for controlling

the chemical reaction and laser pumping rates by the above cited investi-

gators were probably necessitated by the fact that a premnixecd gas cuii-

taimning substantial concentrations of very active chenuicais like I-.2 and

DT has a tendency of being easily detonated by a fast chemical chain
2

formed by a close coupling between reactions (1) and (2), and is therefore

too difficult to handle in a continuous flow system.

Because the ruaximuni output power per unit active volume

for any laser system is directly proportional to the population

12



inversion density, an obvious direction for increasing the chemical laser

output power density is to increase the reactant nmass density within the

mixing reactor while trying to maintain a fixed inverted population ratio

between the upper and the lower lasing states. Hlowever, rapid mnixing of

initially heterogeneous gas streanms of high-miass densities generally

necessitates the use of high intensity turbulent flows. Furthermore,

operation at high gas densities also tends to shorten the vibrational relaxa-

tion tine for de-inversion of the laser levels. This tends to limit the

available streamwise dimension oif the active region. Thus, one of the

major problems in future development of high power-density, continuous-

wave chemical lasers of good optical quality inay well lie in the area of

controlling the spatial homogeneity andi tem poral stability of high Reynolds

number compressible turbulent flows with strong chemical reactions -- a

well known unsolved problenm in contemporary gas dynamics!

In the conceptual design of high-energy pulsed chemical lasers

-4
of relatively short pulse duration (say, of the order of 10 sec or less),

the introduction of convective flow motion appears to offer no particular

advantage, except for the purpose of gas samrple replacenment within the

active volume for repetitive operations. The argument is simply that:

(a) if a premixed reactant mixture (e. g. , a stoichiometric mixture of D

and F2 gases at standard temperature and pressure) were used in a con-

tinuous-flow arrangement through the active laser volume, the danger of

13



accidentally detonating the entire reactant storage and supply system by

the pulsed chemical reactions would be too g reat; (b) if an un-prernixed

flow system were used to bring the reactants into the active laser volume

in a continuous fashion, molecular mnixing of the reactants nmay not have

time to reach completion during the intended pulse period, resultirng in a

loss of effective lasing volume or ati undesirable stretching out of the laser

pulse, or both. F'urthermore, ome would haave to lace the samle problem of

controlling the homaiogeneity of the reacting mixturc as in the case of a

continuous-wave Lhemical laser considered iti the preceding paragraph;

(c) if the reactants were brought into the active lasur volunie in atn inter-

mittent mann er, then there appears to be no) compclling rcasuon for initiat-

ing the pulsed chcmical reaction betor-c m ost of tOe residunalo fluid zlxotions

have subsided.

The above argument then leads one to the tentative conclusion that

a high-energy pulsed chemical laser would most likely consist of the

following essential elements:

(a) An explosion-proof pulsed chemical laser reactor, with infra-

red window (or windows) and other necessary optical elements

for coupling out the laser energy. The internal surfaces of the

reactor, of course must be suitably passivated so as to reduce

the probability of prematurely detonating the reactants by

surface-catalysed reactions to a nuiniiun1.

14



(b) Explosion-proof and last-acting gas tilling and evacuation

systems fur loading of reactants inlo, and removal of reaction

products out of, the pulsed reactor within certain desired pulse

repetition period. If the reactants were not to be premixed,

the gas filling systex-n roust be) suitably designed to ensure

uniform mixing of thc reaclants within the allocated time

period (i. c. , sojit e fractioti of thu puisc repetition period).

(c) Provisions for igniting the pulsed oh tuln ical reactions

uniformly over the active volumle of the laser reactor.

The provision of items (a) and (b) appe•ars relatively straightforward.

It is only a matter of degree to which various IIneclhanical performuance

parameters demanded of the laser" system) cnn actually be satisfied (e. g. ,

maximum operating pressure, inaxiniull pulse repetition rate, etc. ). Thie

last provision (c), on the other hand, is CepcAte~d to be the Most crucial.

It is precisely thc suggestion of a n ow mnethod for hoinogenecus ignlition of

UIS CCI cher. ical las ers, togtherwith an ,s ;lo ftiof its pot et ia 1, that

provided the initial motivation for the presk-tnl study.

3. METIHODS OF INITLAlION

Let us now cunsidoer the crucial que-st io-. of uni,,orm ignition of a

detonable mixture like D - 2 or 1i2- .". in a pulsed chemical laser sys-

tcMl. 'rho conve'ntional method of point- -ig,,ition (e. g., us of spa rk-p3iugs,

as in the case of int.oriial combaIss tioi tconginc s) is 1o", to bes t

15



Irom el, onentary physics considerations, there appear to be only two

general methods ior effecting simultaneous (or "nearly" sinrul.tan eous

when measured against the characteristic time scale of the chemical

reaction) ignition over an extended volune., namnely: (a) pulsed electro-

magnetic wave absorption; and ',I) fast parti.cle injection. WVe will briefly

consider the essential differonce bctween these two methods here:

a. hLiitiation by Pulsed ElectirolnagilealC Wave Absorption

This method can, in principle, be used whereve. Ihere exists a-

strong absorption coefficient in the laseable mixture over the frequency

range of the source of electromagnetic radiatiot. The resultant spatial.
I

hfuiog en city of the ignited nixtur e is expected to depend onl the initial

spatial hox•iigen eity of tlii radation source-, Zand of the iniixture absorption

coefficient. Obviously, in order to achieve nearly homogeneous volume

absorption from an external radiation source (or sui-rces) in troduced

through the boundary surfaces of the reactive , ame, the absorption

coCfficient must not be too strong so as to cauLse xceussive athenuation o0

the incident radiation. On the other h•and, iii order io achieve simultaneity

of ignition over the reactLion volumne, the combination of absorption coeffi-

cient and incident radiation intensity must be sufficiently high so that the

charactcristiie time ;or miixture h cating remahins shorl in coniparison wit.h

th,2 charactcristic tinme for the laser-pun•pjipg cohemical reaction.
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According to the nature of the source of clectromragnetic radiation,

this method can further be subdivided into two or nmore classes:-

(1) Flashlamp Ignition. The most common method for initiating

a pulsed chemical laser generally employs an electronic flashlamp as the

source of electromagnetic radiation. Since the emission spectrum of high

intensity flashlamps usually peaks in the near ultraviolet, the incident

radiation can be used for direct generation of chail centers (e.g. , halogen

atoms in hydrogen-halide systenms) through phutodissociation of the reac-

tant molecules in most of the chemical laser systems studied to (late.

This method of initiation is, therefore, also called the method of flash

photolysis initiation.

Since the process of flash photolyzls is cl-ilable ,)f Sel.ective dis-

sociation of the desired chenmical species through proper matching of the

flashlamp ernission spectrum and the species J';-,,tudissociation spectrum,

the principal advantage of this zuethod of initiation is in its ahility to gen-

erate a relatively high concentration of active atomns without excessively

heating up the laseable mixture. A secondary advantage of this method is

that electronic flashlamps are readily available and of relatively low cost

(say, in comparison with a laser light source uf comparable pulse energy).

The principal disadvantage of thic methud of in itiation, on the other

hand, is the limitation of radiation flux density (or light intensity) that can

be obtained from any electronic fla.,hlanip opferathig at a finite plasma
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temperature. This limitation imposes an upper bound on the rate of

photolysis, and also a requirement for large window areas for coupling in

of the initiation energy to the reactive volume. A secondary disadvantage

of this method of initiation is that flashlamps are inhe-rently inefficient

devices for conversion of electrical input energy into light output energy

(say, in comparison with the 10% or higher conversion efficiency that has

been demonstrated for some infrared electirical and chomical lasers).

Such low conversion efficiency tends to increase the size and mass of the

electrical energy storage (e.g. , capacitor bank or flywheel generator)

required to deliver a given initiation pulse energy -- which is, of course,

a- crious disadvantage fox any pori:aide sy Steni:

(2) Laser Ignition. This is the subiject ,)I' lhb prc sent jives tiga-

tion about which we have much more to say later. At this point, it suf-

fices to say that, potentially, laser ignition offers the same principal

advantage as does flashlamp ignition, but without many of the latter's

inherent limitations. Furthermore, since the in~put and output radiation

are of the same nature (i.e., both are colierent laser radiation), this

method of initiation readily renders itself to the possibility of multiple

staging in which the laser output from one powier amplifier stage can be

used both as the initiation energy source and a-s the input coherent beam

for further amplification in the next power amplitier stage.
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b. Initiation by Electronic Processes

Electron- molecule collisions at sufficiently high-electron energy

generally lead to dissociation as well as vibrational and electronic excita-

tion of the molecules. Thus, passage of an electric current is a well proven

-method for initiating a chain chemical reaction. However, achievement of

spatial homogeneity for the resultant chemical reaction is not an easy

matter since the local concentration of reaction chain centers (e. g. , dis-

sociated atoms) would be proportional to the local electron current density,

and the achievement of uniform cur rent density distribution in a gaseous

medium is not at all trivial, especially at high gas pre.s,-;ures,

According to the way in which the initiatinj.g electron current isý

introduced into the reaction vol 'mmn, this rmiethhod can further be subdivided

into two or more classes:

(1) Pulsed Electric Discharge Iginition. bi recent development of

12-17
transversely excited atmospheric (TEA) CO lasers, it has been

2

demonstrated that relatively uniform pulsed electrical dischar'gcs In diatur.. ic

and polyatornic gas mixtures at pressures compafrable to, or somewhat

higher than, the standard atmospheric pressure (760 torr) can be achieved

either through the use of multiple, individually ballasted electrodes, or

through the use of double-discharge with carefully contoured electrodes.

While the degree of spatial homogeneity so achieved has been found to be

satisfactory for electrical pumping of chemically-passive molecular lasers
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one does not know at this time if it would also be adequate for the initia-

tion of chemical lasers. At any rate, for the initiation of those chemical

lasers involving chain chemical reactions, the discharge current must be

uniformly distributed over the bulk of the reaction volume in a. time scale

that is short in comparison with the characteristic chain propagation time

so as to avoid the formation of detonation waves. This tendb to impose a

more stringent requirement on the discharge geoirntry and method. (For
A

1.5 I-
example, helical discharges which leaves a major fraction of the reac-

tion volume devoid of discharge current are bound to be unsatisfactory.

17
The use of double discharge may also be inhibited by prematured

deto-nation considerations.

(Z) Electron Beam Ignition. 'The possible use ,(f high.- erergy

electron beam as a means for uniform pumping of GO 2-N lasers at

moderately high pressure was suggested by the principal investigator to

18
one of his graduate students in 1966. 8The advantage of using high-

energy eiectrois is that multiple scattering of the prinmary beam- and rapid

spreading of the secondary electron-ion pairs in the target gas tend to

make the current distribution much more uniform than would be pobsible

in ordinary electrical discharges. The only disadvantage of using hi.gh-

energy electron beam is that relatively high voltage would be needed in

the generation of such bearn, and that relatively thin winidows made up of

low-Z (i.e. , low atomic number) material would have to be employed as!
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partiti.n between the beam generation chamber and the laser gas excita-

tion chamber.

The predicted superiority of high energy electron beani over that

of conventional electrical discharge as a means for the pumping of electri-

cal laserfs ha.- since been demonstrated by recent works at the AVCO

19 20
Everxett Research Laboratory and elsewhere. Purely from the point

of view of spatial homogeneity, one may expect that the use of high-energy

electron beanm would also be superior to the use of conventional electrical

discharge for the purpose of igniting a chemical laser. However, on

absolute tern, and in actual application, there are other factors to be

considered. For example, it is not clear at this point to what extent

would the presence of free electrons be detrimental to the maintenance of

vibrational population inversion in an ignited chemical laser mixture.

(According to the principle of detailed balance, electron impact processes

that are efficient in vibrational excitation would also be efficient in vibra-

tional de 'excitarion. ) Such questions, of course, cannot be answered

without further investigation -- and investigation into such problems is

quite outside thae scope of the present: study.

4. LASER ICNHION O1F SINGLE-PHASE SYSTEMS

Let us now turn to the main subject of the present investigation,

namely, laser igaition. In this subsection, we will consider only single-

phase chenilc.:i liser systems. In particular, we will focus our
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altention on the hydrogen-halide systems since such systems appear to be

the only ones that bave been demonstrated to be capable of yielding rela-

tively high power densit:. among alt presenitly known chemical lasers.

a. General Nature of Interaction between an Litense Laser Beam
and an Absorbing Gas

Interactions between a laser beamin and an ahs•orbing i•e itindi are

governed by the electromnagnetic wave ]) •to•oaal 1ion1 equalnIjs" the inass, ,

moinentuni, and energy conservation eii!' to[-n ,of tIcn med in; lhe equation

of state which relates the local stress (inul.,g the hlyl 'ost• atic pressure)

to the local strain and othcer thermndynoamnric state va riables (such as mass

density and translational ten ipe tuto Ic ) ol ii rcN i turn; he cons[ituHive

equations which relate oint locu Iirtc'cr.coprit cll,(I i-,)lm wlt tic prop:crliis of

the rnediuxn (such a-i the rCfirac -liv e id tX, thlie ab.s-:orpliin coefficients, etc.

to the local therniodynanfic state oel he iie.d limn; the 'cclaxation equations

(including all relevant chercical kinetic iale• cqnations); aid( also the

boundary condwit1 on.C.; Or the interactitiii i•ie mu 1. 'Th g[cncal p'.robii is,

therefore very coirplex, a in :t, 0)e' -opicb'(Il

For the purpose of studying the chemidcial laser i ntinlion problenm in

a gaseous medium, one may ignore al) quantiszed field e fc"cb, and adopt the

scmiclassical treatment of electromagnetic radiation as an approximation.

Furthermore, the processes of ab sorption and i-fraction can he considered

independ-ntly, with the ra;y curvature dutet rmincd entirely by refractive

,,lx gradic•it as in a lossicss dielectric ,,•i.]join. l'ii. refrattiv,' iile-x
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Ii

gradient, in turn, is determined by the non-uni form heating effects caused

by intial beamn inhomogeneity, and non-uniformity in the spatial distribution

of absorption coefficient, if any. This is reasonable since absorption occurs

along the path length and has little effect on bending the rays except indirectly

through localized heating, which changes the refractive index distribution.

(1) The Governing Equations. Within the above stated approxinma-

tion, the radiation field associated with the laser beam can be represented

by a slightly-curved, nearly-monochromatic electromagnetic wave of local

electric and magnetic field vectors

E-E e (4)
0

-iW t

I H e (5)
U

The vector field amplitudes E , FI , in turni, are governed by the source-0 0

free Maxwell's equations, such that' 8 ' 21,22

V ,H +ik c E 0 (6)

V xE -ik 11 I=0 (7)
o o m o

V • 1 = 0 (8)
1-n u

V. F =0 (9)
0

where c and .j are the local dielectric constant and magnetic permis-

sivity as defined by the constitutive equations
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Do E -4 ,-ctric displacei-nent 
(10)

= p H o n agne'ic induction 011)

and k 0 2T/k 0 - ic is the mragnitude of the vacuum propagation vector.o o

After substitution of Eq. (7) into (b) and applying (9), one gets

E o +U k E +v log u × (7x x," ) t. +v(E V log. v ) a 0 (l2)o Irl o o 111

For propagation through gaseous media, it iR rcasonable to assunme

ur constant 1, such that (12) becomes

2- 2 2-- -

V E + n k 4 42V fE 'v iog n) = (13)0 0 0 0

where n Ic is the ordinary index of refraction.

In a gas, n - 1 jfn where An << 1, and hence the ratio of the

third term to the second term in Eq. (13) is of the order of magnitude23

E k An/P

E n k 1 z k 0 ( i4)
o o

where £ is the smyallest scale of variation of the refractive index. It can

always be assumed that \ << Y, hence 2 n/n k 0 < I and therefore
0

Eq. (13) reduces to

+ 0 o 
(15)0 0

Next, let us assume that
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i[k z - !u t + k 0P(r, z)0 0

F (r, z) = A(r, z) e (16)
0

is a component of the laser beam electric field where A(r, z) and p (r, z)

are slowly varying functions of the axial coordinate z and rapidly varying

functions of the radial coordinate r. Substituting Eq. (16) into (15),

equating real and imaginary parts, and making the eikonal approximation

with k o mo one obtains
0

3A2 ýA2 ?
- q w-- + A-(17)

z aror

1 .3 •n ? T (18)

39

weeq q2

where q --- The condition q 0 implies that phase fronts are movingý r

in the z direction or that the ray paths are not diverging. Equations (17)

and (18) show that the amiplitude and phase of the laser radiation are not

independent. The effect of absorption can be taken into account by

22 2
modifying Eq. (17) to include the absorption term a A , such that

2 2 ;
b A A + A 2 IA 0 (19)

z r\ r

where a. is the absorption coefficient which may be a function of the spatial

coordinates. Thus, for the simplest case of a nondivergent beam with q 0,

Eq. (19) reduces to
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z

22
- +aA A 0 (20)

which is the radiative transfer equation applied to a parallel beam

propagating in the z direction with no source term.

Neglecting convection and relaxation effects, the local gas tempera-

ture T is related to the electric field amplitude by the energy equation in

a constant volume absorption process

pG - V • (KV T) - ci (21)
V )

where I = I(r, z) = local beam intensity :( c/81 ii 1c(Ex IH")) C c/Sn A with

the ( ) bracket•s idicating a timen average, C is tbc spc dic heat at
V

constant volunme, and K• is the heat conduction coelicicielt of the gaseous

medium. Thus, if the absorption coefficient a were known, neglecting

convection and relaxation effects, Eqs. (18), (19),and (21.) constitute three

equations and three unknowns q, A , and T. These equations are difficult

21. zz
to soive " in general and therefore the usual procedure is to solve the

equations assuming q =0 (i. e. , negligible beam divergence) and then

determine thermal defocusing effects in an iterative manner. This is a

reasonable procedure only when the beam divergence effect is weak (i. e.

either weak absorption, or small initial beam inhonmogeneity, or both).

When the beam divergence effect is strong, Eqs. (18), (19),and (21) must

be solved simultaneously together with the appropriate boundary conditions,
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including wall reflection and scattering to the extent that they are

pres eat.

(2) Thermal Defocusing. Once the temrperature distribution is

determined as indicated above for q =0, the ray paths of the laser beam

can be calculated within the eikonal approximation assuniing propagation

through a lossless dielectric medium with a known temperature dependence

of the refractive index n =zn(T). The problem would, of course, be much

more complicated if relaxation effects were present. In the case, the

refractive index would also be a function of time, and so would be the

absorption coefficient a .

25
The eikonal approxinmation to Maxwell's equations assumies that

the tinme independent part of the electric and magnetic field is described by

ik 0 (r )
0F C(r) e (22)

%(r) e (23)

where ¢ (r) is the scalar eikonal tern.

If Eqs. (22) and (23) are substituted into Fqs. (u), (7), and (8) and

going to the geometric optics limits where k 0 one obtains thee eikonal0

equation.

S n f2(-r) (24)
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Also, S = time averaged Poynting vector - c/SnTI Re(6 >-) = c/8n (e. C) -

Thus, in the geometric optics lim-it, the gradient of the eikonal has the

same direction as the Poynting vector or the energy flux vector. Therefore,

dr=•:n U (25)
V~ or

where 3 is a unit vector in the direction of S and r(s) i.,; a positive vector

along the ray path. As the laser beam propagates through an absorbing gas,

self heating effects create radial temperature gradioents. These temperature

gradients induce radial gradients in the refractive index which cause the

beam to diverge and reduce the centerline intensity. If wall reflection and -

scattering were absent, the reduction in inten]sity due 1,a div,-. enc e Of the6

rays is determined from the condition

V4 - S =V - (1 4 : v -. P 4]7(/11)J = 0

where I is the local intensity. The intensity ratio at any two points of a

diverging ray is therefore given by

/1 (n /nl) ox --1--1---- (27)

The local curvature of a ray ij relateo to the variation ii the refractive

ijdex by use of Eq. (25). Thus,
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-d d d V

the curvatu,'e

2 p
×p ( .2 9 )

is therefore fronm Eq. (32) gn en by

I-K v 1 - (30)

1-- r = • (log n) (31)

wheie e is the angular ueflection of the ray. For the special case where

the radial. grad.iets in the refractive index arc tim _h greater than ini the z

direction, Eq. (31) reduces to

o -G z ( 32)z2 ; 1 - n rn 3
2 1 a 1

gives the angular divergence of a ray propagating in lhe a5 direction. To

first order, therefore, Eqs. (27) and (32) determfinie thermal defocusing
effects as discussed by Gordon et al. 20ad D. C. for a give-

temperature distribution,

An alternate fu rmulation which eliminates the iteration proc edure

is to us( the energy equation for thO: electromagnetic field. Tius, thU

erergy equation is
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V •(13 - oiV = Vj + Iv • al 0 (33)

which reduces to the radiative transfer equation

dl4 l 0 (34)

ds

for the case 3 constant. The term V-9 means that the intensity is

reduced by beam divergence as well as absorption. The divergence effect 1I

is deterrmined from the eikonal approximation

- .-id
nfl - (r) ) (35)

ds

and the energy equation for the fluid such as Eq. (21) when convection effects

are neglected. The refractive index n n(T) is assuxicd a knoL'>wn function,.I

Then Eqs. (Z1), (33),and (35) give five equations arid live unknowns 1, '1

and 3 which must be solved simultaneously. This is more difficult than

thle previously discussed iteration procedure where ther(e are only two

unknowns I and T.

Using the above formulation, numerical calculations on lhe tine-

dependent temperature and beam intensity distributions in the strong thermal

interaction region of a suddenly itrned on GO laser beama propagating

through a pure COz gas confined in a cylindrical chamber of inside diameter

much larger than that of the laser beam with a Gaussian initial intensity

18, Z8
djistributiin have be(ti carried out by R. A. Chodzke, using the finite-

di!ftr-rciuie nithod. in Ghodz]ho's calculations, relaxation eff'ects were
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neglected, and the t-.nperature-dependent absorption coefficient was cal-

culated according to the assumnption of local equilibrium population of the

CO, vibrational and rotational states, While not directly applicable to the

present prc.blem of interest (where the reactive gas container diam.eter is

likely to be cormparable to, or even somewhat small or than, the incident

beam•mdiameter in order to avoid excessive nonuniformn heating), Chodzko's

results clearly showed that at high beIam in tensitieus, non lii ar l•heating

effects caused by the temperature-dependence of the absorption coefficient

are often dominant in determining the timie-dependent temperature and beam

intensity distributions within the absorption region.

18
The finite-differecce code developed by Cbodz"lko can readily be

adopted for the calculation of transient heating otf any chemically passive

gas mixture of known a. (T) and n(T) for any desired container diameter

and initial beam intensity distribution. With suitable mudifications, it can

also be used for the calculation of other interaction effects, such as

optical-acoustic coupling" and internal pressxr me wa\v' excitation.

I-lowever, these have not been carried out in the prvsiit study due to the

very lim-ited tine and resources available.

b. Gas-phase Absorption Processes Resulting in Dissociat.iori

When a laser beamn is used as an energy sourcc for the initiation of

a churn ical laser, the most. ideal absorption piroc;ess would be one ini which

nio)t (of tlit' absorbed energy is spent in the gunicration 0of active atomis
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which contribute to the chemical pumping of the laser states. This means

not only that very little energy would be wasted in translational/rotational

heating and in other unwanted internal excitations, but also that most

undesirable interaction effects such as thermal defocusing, optical -acoustic

coupling, nonuniformi heating, etc.. , would accordingly be mmninized.

In gas-phase absorption, there are two known processes which could

approach the above cited ideal when the ic cident lascr bea1 fr equency is in

the right range.

(1) Photodissociation. It is well known that most halogen mole-

cules, such as F? , C12 I1 dtc. , have strong dissociation continua in the

near ultraviolet. 31 T'hus, high -power pulsed las-Is:r; j,,i-aB Uig i t1, 1e near

ultraviolet region could c cOicivably he ulit jize!d ti S -chici, t I ) it iation s,)urcze

for hydrogen-halide lasers through direct pIhotodi.bsociation of the halog en

imnolecules. However, recentliv discovered coherent quantum effects, such

as self- induced transparency (SIT), 32 may limnit thc applicability ol

OLO•Ut uc t 11011 01of such gases by coherent laser sources to relatively

high gas pressures or relatively low incident beam intensity.

Even if coherent quantumr effects does not turn out to be a serious

impedienont to the photodissociatioii process, the feasibility of laser igni-

tion through direct photodissociation would still hinge on thC availability of

efficient, high-energy pulsed laser sourceus aperating ini the near ultraviolet

part of the spectrum, as well as on the kinetics problem cornitnon to all

ni-t•bods of ii itiation.
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(2) Cascade Excitation of Vibrational Modes. In contrast to the

uncertain availability of efficient, high-energy pulsed near ultraviolet

lasers, recent progress in gas laser technology has made near-term avail-

19
ability of efficient, high-energy pulsed infrared lasers a certainty. Thus,

in the laser ignition problem, it would be most fruitful to look for selective

infrared absorption processes which may lead to preferential dissociation

of the participating molecules. The cascade excitation dissociation of BCl 3
343

molecules by CO radiation as recently observed by lEarlov et al. appears

to be just one of such processes. Eveni though it is not clear at this time

if such selective dissociation process can proceed in laseable gas nmixtures,

its possible usefulness as an initiation step certainly detserves further

exploration.

c, Prospect of Pulse Energy Gain from Nonchain Reactions

Pulsed chemical laser actions involving jionchain reactions of the

type

Cl 1- 1 13Br - HCI + 13 r - 15.5 kcal/mole (36)

Cl 4 I1 - CI I1 q 1 1 32. 0 kcal/mole (37)

11 35,36
have been reported by Airey and by lkolanyi et al. LI these experiments,

electronic flashlamps were used as the energy source for generation of the

active atoms through photodissociation of Cl 2 .2 In such nunchain reactions.

the laser output energy that can be extracted fromn each iuxle of GC atoms

consumned is at most s8o11e fraction of the oxotherni icity, nam ely,
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15. 5 kcal/mole for reaction (36), and 32. 0 kcal/mole for reaction (37). On

the other hand, the dissociation energy of Cl 2 is about 57 kcal/mole, so

that the energy required for generation of each mole of dissociated Cl atoms

is at least 28. 5 kcal. Thus, if a laser is used as the energy source for the

generation of the active atoms for the pumping of the nonchaini chemical

laser reactions of the type (36) and (37), the required laser input energy

would most certainly be greater than the res.ultant chemical laser output

energy. Therefore, one can quite safely conclude that the prospect of

achieving pulse energy gain from any single-phase, nonchain chemical

laser driven by another laser is always negative.

0. . p o.L 0'' rul ].se Liirgy GaO. ti) f ll) Chllain kl vac I (0

When a laser is used as an initiation en urTgy sO<urcCe or a plised

chemical laser based on chain reactions of the type

F + Hl2 H-iF + H 4 31.7 kcal/mole (38)

4 -4 F" I- I F - F 1 1.06. 7 hcal/mole (39)

or their isotopic equivalent, reactions (1) and (Z), the prospect of energy

gain appears to be much better since each chain center atorn generated by

the initiation source can now he recycled many tinies before tlbc chain

terminates. However, in pulsed systerns where the rcaction produce mole-

cules (e. g. , 11F or DF from reactions (38), (39), (1) and (2) cannot be

physically removed from the lasing region within the pulse period, the
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nmaxim•um laser energy output that can be extracted through the consumption

of each chain center atom would be governed by the collisional de-excitation

rate of the upper laser state as well as by the reaction chain length. We

shall examine these points in more details in the sub-sections that follow,

since these points are quite crucial in any quantitative prediction of single-

phase pulsed chemical laser performance, using whatever method of

initiation.

(1) Prediction of Pulsed Chemical Laser Energy Output Based on

Chain Reactions. As mentioned in the introductory section, the most pene-

trating theoretical analysis of single-phase pulsed chemical laser operation

10
involving chain chemical reactions to date appears to he that ,of Oraevskii,

even though the analysis was limited to linear syvtenis involving very few r

rate-limiting reactions. Oraevskii's analysis can be summarized briefly

as follows:

(a) The Single Chain Reaction

An idealized three-level system is considered here (see Fig. i).

Let us consider the following chain process,

k
(i) A Q -0 2A (Chain initiation)

k0

(ii) A + B - AB1(0) 1 B1

2 { (Chain propagation)
(iii) B 4 A. -, AB(2) - A "

k1

(iv) AB') 13 2- A+( I -A 4 M (Relaxation process)
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where A and B arc the initial reactants, AB(2) is a molecule in the upper

laser level, AB(l) is a nmolecule in the lower laser level, Ab(0) is a mole-

cule in the ground state, Q is the energy supplied to dissociate one of the

reactants to forim the chain centers, and PA is any one of the reactants.

And k, k0, k2, and kI are respectively the rate constants for the reactions

(i), (ii). (iii) and (iv). If the initiation of t•he reaction is by light, then k is

proportional to the photon density and the photodissociation cross section.

The rate equations describing tln,,ý forward reactions of these processes can

be written down for the concentrations of AB(2), Al3(1), A, 11, A and
2

B i.e. , [AB(?()], (AD(l)], [A], [1], [A 9, and [111 . However, [A 2 ] and

[B 2 ] are assumed constant to permit a linear approxinmation of the equations.

Introducing the following diinensionless variables,

2 (A B(2)] [AB(1)]
2 [•z0 ' 03]

J IA] v -- 1 ]
I[B2 ]0~ [13,]0

(40)
k0 [ l-•z]
kZ]t , 1k13 ]0

k~~~ ~ ~ 2 11o10tGkI

k IM] k (A 21 = z•]°5
I k51 2 1 (2 1132o

the rate equations can be written as
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dx 2  dx 1

d'r-v ' dT 1>

(41)
du dv
dT d dT

v-n= j x =I an tT n h

With initial conditions such as x x 1  u zv at T 0, and the

assumptions that the excitation short pulse duration T0 is much less than

the relaxation time and that I + a >> o 1' the following expression for the

maximum value of population inversion is obtained

1"

(x-x a V Y y(T')rd' (42)
max 0

where v (in ) a - is the chain length. it is obvious
1 a,

from Eq.(42) that the maximun inversion density is propo"tional to the

absorbed number of pump quanta. Therefore, even for long effective chain

C) 1
length Veff 1 + a 0 the output power of the chemical laser based on a

simple chain reaction will be detcrmined by the pump intensity.

(b) The Branched Reaction

From chemical kinetics point of view, the branched reactions give

grounds for supposing that the numnber of active particles obtained in the

final stage is independent of the energy initiating the reaction since it has 2

37
been shown for such reactions that the rate grows exponentially with time.
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To obtain a population inversion in the system, a number of limitations on

the rates of the elementary reactions of a branched chemical process are

derived.

First, the following branchin~g scheme is assuf(ed,

/

k2
(x) AB(2) + A - AB(1) +R +A

where RA is sonme additional reagent that dissociates upon collision with

AB(2), By incorporating reaction (v) into Eq. (41), the following system of

equations are obtained

dx CAdx,
d T d 21

du dv (43)

d--t- V Ou V 0 2x± Z + O' V 4 o+y

I RA]

where u2 k fB ] and 1i is the rate constant for reaction (x0. The
2k 2 [ Z 2

solution to x2 may be written as

sA (44)A"

where A is a constant which depends on t-he intensity of illumination, and

s is the positive root of the equation

S 3 1 S2( WJI 1 Io)s~~~s9o 0-u 0, (45)
1 2



and it follows from Eq. (43) that

+ 2 sT
Ae (40)

The condition of exponential growth of the inverted population, i. e.

(x - x ) > 0 implies the following inequality

s > 01 + G2 (47)

Therefore a general condition which imposes a limitation on the partial

densities of the reactants and the rate constants of the reacting mixture is

obtained.

To be nmore specific, consider the following case of low branching

rates such that << a, and also o << 1. From Eq. (45), we obtain

s - G2 /a 1  (48)

Thus, the inequality (47) becomes

2
GG_ > a. (49)

. i

Equation (49) can then be written as

( I<+ r, + 0 2 (5 0 )
2

where
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____ [A ]
[RA] , and r-

[B] 2B

Now Eq. (50) implies that must satisfy the following inequality,

,- K (51)
<

where - and are the roots of the quadratic equation

~ko k ) )

,2 + 0 F- + (1 0 (52)

Since physically > 0, therefore from (50)

k '
k0k2 1 (53)

k1

Similar conclusions can be drawn on 71 since it is obvious in Eq. (10) that

both P and 7 are symmetrical.

Now, if the branching scheme is the following

(vi) A1B3(2) +-1 2B 213 -f AB3(0)

2-

then following similar analysis as before,. we obtain the following:

71 < P] < + (54)

where 7 and p are the roots of the equation
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2+ k k 2 T) +I II,
2 4 2 -- 1 +1=

and we must have

> 4. (55)

And if the branching of the reaction is due to the dissociation of A 2

molecules:

(vii) AB(2) A A = ZA + AB(0) (56)

then it is necessary that

k k'
2>1 (57)
2k1

and

n< < <i + (58)

where T and Ti + are the roots of the equation

"T1 1 k2 + 2 -1 1 + 1 0 (59)

It can be observed that conditions (53), (55), and (57) all indicate

that in order to have exponentia. growth of the inverted population with time
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in the inilial stage of a branched chain reaction, the effective reaction rate

of production of the active chain centers (k k,') must be greater than

the relaxation reaction rate k1 (for reaction iv).

A numerical solution of a model problem is solved with arbitrarily

selected rate constants demonstrating the independence of the maximum

inversion on the intensity of initiation of reaction. This independence

could be expected from the exponential growth of inversion at the initial

moments of time.

(2) Kinetics of the HF Chemical Laser Systenm. Experimnental

observations of laser action of hydrogen fluoride f4s first reported

38
in 1967 by Ktompa and Pimental. 38They observed this laser action

in the flash photolysis of uranium hexfluoridc/hydrogen (dcuteriun)f

mixtures. Since then several other fluoride/liydrogen mixtures x-ere used

39-43
in the production of hydrogen fluoride laser by flash photolysis. The

first continuous-wave HF chemical laser was reported by Spencer, Jacobs,

Mivels and Gross. They used a supersonic nitrogen jet, containing

a dolute concentration ofC _F a-toms, flowing -into an ai-iunui hydrogen atmos-

phere and past an optical cavity. Molecular hydrogen was then injected

through perforated tubes transverse to the jet. Diffusion of H_ into the
Ci

jet produces lF which lases in the optical cavity.

The spectral lines observed fromn continuous HF and DF laser
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outputs are given in Table I reproduced frorn Ref. 9. irona the intensities

of the lines shown in Ref. 9, it is found that P1 )(5) transition at 2, 795 LA

and 1(6) transition at 2. 707 u are the strongest in IF' laser, It is also

been that all the lines are in the P branches of the vaj-ious bands. This

observation is confirmed by their calculation- of 'he zero-pD',ver gain

coefficients of the transitions in a given band. The calculations show that

the P-branch lines generally have greater gain coefficients and the60

R-branch coefficients do not even have positive values unless the total

inversion in the populations of two vibrational states is quite ,significant.

The proposed chemical chain reaction, used for the II, - F, system

proceeds as folows:

(viii) F) 4 M 2F A M (Chain-initiation step)

(ix) 17 4 t-V2 -11 F(v) + H -

(Chain-propagation step)
(x) H + r' I I1F(v) W F

(xi) iiP(v) {M HF(v-l) I) M

(xii) HYF(v) + H-IF(v') FI-F(v I I IF(v'- )

(xiii) TV P-l+ t - 2 + M

(Chairn-teo niiiation step)
(xiv) F + F + M 2 Am )

Reaction (viii) represents the dissociation of fluorine molccule by coiSion 1t
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Table I

OBSERVED SP~ECTRA 1F'ROM THE CONTINUOUS CHiE, MICAL LASERS

lip D F

Identificatioii Wave - Id cntification Wave-
vib r ational length vib rational length

band Line (11) band Line (u

1 P P(4) 2.640 1 o0 1(8) 3. 680

P(5) 2.673 ID(9) 3. 716

P(6) 2. 707 F(10) 3. 752

1) 7) 2. 744 1111 3. 790

2- 1 P(4) 2. 760 P(12) 3. 830

P(5) Z. 795 2 - 1 B(8) 3. 800

P(6) 2. 832 p(9) 3. 838

P(7) 2. 871 1110 3. 876

P(ll) 3. 916

Pi(12) 3. 957

3 2 P(8) 3. 927

1(9) 3. 965

P(10) 4. 005

1(11) 4. 046
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with M, a collision parthier. In reactions (ix) ti- (xii), a particular vibra-

tional level of HF is indicated by v. Reactions (ix) and (x) are the

excitation processes of 1HF molecules; reactions (xi) are the vibration-

translation (V-T) transfer equations with single quantum steps only;

vibration -vibration (V-V) exchange of a single quantum is represented by

reactions (xii).

Different excitation and de-excitation rates for the H 2 -F 2 system

44-47
were also reported. In fact, a detailed list of reactions considered

for the rate equations of the vibrational levels of HF molecule together

47
with selected rate constants prepared by the Aerospace group is pre-

sented in Appendix 1.

(3) "riversion Boundary"' for the Pulsed H 2 -F 2 System. Due to

the complexity of the chemical reactions involved in the HF chenmical 1,cser

(I-I -1 systern), it is very difficult to solve the resulting non-linear

chemical r-ate equations without resorting to numnerical techniques. The

simplified treatment of Ref. 10 on chemical lasers caunot be applied

directly to the 11F laser without making much more elaborate analyis be-

cause the H-F laser is not a simple 3-level systemn as depicted in Fig. 1,

and many more reactions are involved (Appendix 1). Therefore, the

"inversion boundary" of HF laser is defined here as the dividing line iii the

1,iHF and n . plane which indicates the possible extent as to how the iiF

laser may progress. (Here nC denotes the number of type-C molecule or

atom per unit volume at any given instant.
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B +A,)

AB(?.)

AB(2) ±M

AB(1)

A B 2

AB(O)

Fi.1. The idealizedl 3-le-vel systcrn used in Ret. 1.
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It has been reported6 8 '38-43,48 that the main laser actions of the

HF chemical laser are between the second and the first (and also between

the first and the ground) vibrational states of the F11, molecules. For the

sake of simplicity, let us only consider laser action between the second and

the first vibrational states of the HF molecules. Since all the reaction rates

are supposed to be known (Appendix 1.), the detailed rate equation for

the first and the second vibrational state population can be written down

respectively. These two equations will generally involve the following

unknowns: the various vibrational state number density of the HF molecule,

nHv v = 0, 1, 2, 3,..., the hydrogen atom and molecule number density

n1 , nl 1 , respectively, the fluorine atonm and molecule number density

dnHFg)dnIFv
n. nF2 respectively. By bettingZ dn H an algebraic

equation results. With some simplification, this algebraic equation can be

reduced to one involving only nHF and n F This equation can then be

represented by a curve in the n _ - n pane using n as the independent

variable. Such a curve is what we call the "inversion boundary" of the

system.

(a) Total Inversion. In the i-itial stage of the overall reaction,

reaction (ix) is responsible for the vibrational excitation of the HIYI mole-

cule. It can be accordingly expressed as

1, -1 112 - HJ (v) +- it, where v 0(, 1,2,3 (2,))
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The laser action occurs approximately at 3 0 (see Table I), therefore, i"

requires about 9. 6 kcal/mole to excite the HF molecules from their existing

vibrational levels to the next higher vibrational levels. The heat of reaction

for (38) or (60) can excite vibrational levels up to v= 3 for the I-IF mole-

cule. It is then assumed that only v =0, 1, 2, 3 vibrational levels of HF

molecule are excited in the following formulation of the rate processes for

the first and second vibrational levels of the HF molecule.

-Now the rate equations for the first atnd second vibrational levels of

the HP molecule can be wr 4tten down according to the reactions listed in

Appendix 1.

d=1 4 (1  n. Ik5 n) nIn +-k n 'In 0 4 k r

dt 4(1) nH- 7a(l) 11.F(2) I11(0) 7a(2) 1-1(2) 1-I1'(2)

+k1nn -k n n- k- ki7b(2) HF()nHF (3) 7b(1) n., (1) h1-1F (2)- 7a(l) n111(1) F7(I)

-k k n - k [n
7 a( 2 .)nHF(l)nItF(3 )-k 7 c(1) -F(11)11IF(3) 6a(41) I11,9(1) 1TF

-4 n HFP) n,, +k 6 a( 2 )inlHFi(2) (n1 + 1il2.)

k6b(I)"HF -(1) k6b(2) HF(2) F- k6c(1) HF(l) ]

SFf (1) 1 k 6f(2) nH 1(2) `11(61)
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HF(2)
dt = k4 (2)'FnH2 k5 (,)nHnF2 7ka(1)n_~nF (0)-k7a(2)nHE(2) 11F (2i)

- k k(2 ) nFH (,) n,_, n kk n k n7b(Z IIO)FT(3)- bIi F 7(1 iF2 {(O) 7aF(2) HF(2)HF)

k 4-k [n +kF 2 n n?

+k 7 a(Z) nHF(l)'HF(3) +k 6 a( 2 ) [nHFI (2) H +nIF(Z)TnIZ]

-)k6c(2) nHF(2) F 6c(3) nFF(3)F2 - k6f(2)n, 1

+ k 6 f( 3 ) n F( 3 ) n 1 1  (62)

where all nHF(v) can be related to nHF n'>r• (v) by the following
V

relations hip,

nHF(v) k 4 (v) (63
nI-IF (v) k 4 Wv

By using the values of rate constants in Ref. 7, we have

nHY(0) 0, 55nHF

Ti0.111 nJIrlF'(1) - 0.l l rhF

(64)
-< 0. 555 n•; nH (g) I{I'

FI - 0. 2775 n1JF (3)nH

The atom conservation equations for the hydrogen and fluorine atoms

c:an be writtel as,
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nilf Hnp (t=0) 9" n HF (65

F= 2n F 2(t=0) Zn.F2- nHF (66)

here n 0) an F 2 (t 0) are the initial number densities of hydrogen
2 nF

and fluorine molecules. Since 1 « 1, and <K 1, we
nn

H1)(t 0) iF (t 0)
4-

have approximately,

n HF + ZnH2 -Zn- 2 (tz0) (67)

nH i-ZnF • Zn
HF F 2  F 2 (t = 0) (68)

Thus, if i (t f n 0) then n• F ( n,_, (t) and consequently,
2 (t=0) F 2 (t-0) 2 2

nil(t) nF(t

With the initial condition that n = n we can introduce

the following dimensionless quantities into Eqs. (61), (6Z), (64), (65), (66):

n. nln

nF2 (t :: 0) n11  (t - 0)

11 n
HF HF

nF (t O) ntH 2(t 0)

nHF (v)

v nF (0)
2
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Hnn

nHI (t =0) F (t0)
2 2(

Then Eqs. (61), (62), (65),and (66) becomre,

dy 1

dt k 4(1) xz +k5(1)xz k7a(1) y y0 +k7a(2) y2 y2 7b(2) y2y3

- k 7 b( 1 ) yly 2 - k 7 a(l) yy - k 7a(2) Y l Y3 - k7c(l) yy 3

Sk6 a(l) (Y+y Ilyz) +k 6 a( 2 ) (y 2 y +y 2 z) - k 6 b(1)Yl x +k 6 b( 2 ) Y 2X

k6c(l) y 1 z +k 6 c( 2,) yZ - k 6 f(1 ) yIx + K 6 f(2 ) yzx (69)

dy 2  xz-

dt k 4(2) xz +k5(2) xz - k7a(1)yly0 - k 7 a( 2 ) y 2 y 2 - k 7 b(2) y2y3

- k 7 b(l) yly 2 +k 7 a( 1 ) yly1 +k 7 a( 2 ) Y1Y 3 - k 6 a(Z) y2((y + z)

+k6a(3) Y3(y +z) - k 6 b(2-)y 2 k 6b(3) y3x k 6c(2) y 2 z

+k 6 c( 3 ) y 3 z -k 6 f(2 ) y 2 x A k 6 f( 3 ) y 3 x (70)

z (- x y) (71)

dy 2  dy 1

By setting 2 1d we have
dit -dt

k4 xz -k y -k6 f(yz)=0 (Z2)
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k k +k _k k4 4(2) 5 (2) 4(1) 4(2)

k . 597 k ± 0 5564 k7a2 - 0. 0308 k -(10 k0b(2
77()7a (2) 7c (I 7b (2)

k 6 f (y, z) 2y
2 [1. I1 k 6 ( _ 0.z775 k6a( 3 ) 0 0. 111 k6c(l)j

+yz[1.li (k6 a(2) +k 6 c( 2 )) 0.)Z775 6a(3) 6c(3))- 0.ll C6a(1) +ktk 6 c(1)]

+yx[1.1(k6b +k 6(2)+_ 0.111 CK6 b() + kf(1 0.2775 (k6 b(c k 6 <)

By substituting Eq. (71) into Eq. (72), thcrk :e-ulLs,
(•4 + k - =---)x -zk2

+ 6bf 6ac 6ac
-I y

7 k6 a kac

4 2 k[-a- x -- x =0Oa .... F7 O '-"6ac

(73)
whe re

6a -k 6a(2) - 0.2775 k 6 a( 3 ) - 0. ll k16a(1 )

k6ac 1. 11 [k6a(2) k6c(2) 0. 2775 [k a(31 k 6 c( 3 ) 0. 11 [k 6a (1) +k6c ]
k:t, I1 kb)k 613 0. 2775 [k 3 +k 6 ] _0. 1l1 1k6)(1 +k~f( 1 )]

6 6 6 f 2 ) b ( ) f ( ) 6 )( 1 6 f ( 1



\i here

4 : 4(2) + k5(2) k4(1) k 4(2)

k : 0. 597 k + 0.5564 k - 0.0308 k + 0. 308 k
7 7a(1) 7a (2) 7c (1) bZ

2
k6f (y, z) =y [1.11 k 6a(2) - 0. 2775 k6a(3) - 0. 111 k 6c(1)]

+yz [I. II (k6a(2) +k6c(2) 0. 2775k6a(3) +k6c(3))- 0. 111 (k6a(1)4 k6c (1)

+yx[. II (k6b(2) +k6f(2) 0. 111 (k6b(1) +k6f(1) 0. 2775 (k6b(3) k6f(3)

Dy substituting Eq. (71) into Eq. (72), there results,

z 4 + 2 k6bf - k 6ac)x + 2k 6 ac
y 46 y

[2(k7+k, )-k ]
7 oa k6ac

+ 14 Z2 __ __x2k+ -k -2 2k+ - x:O
[ (k7 +k6a)- k6ac] 2(k 7 +k6a k6ac]

(73)

whe re

k 6a : 1. 11 k 6a() - 0. 2775 k6a(3) - 0. I l k16a(1)

k6ac :1. 1 1 Ik 6 a( 2 )+k6 c(Z)()0. 2775 [k6a(3) k 6 c( 3 )]- 0. 11 [k 6 a(1)+k 6 cM1)]

k 6 bf =1. ik6b( )±k 6 f(z)]-0. 2775 [k6 b (3) 4k 6 f( 3 )] -0. 111 [k6 1 (1 ) k 6 f( 1 )]
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In Eq. (73), all the rate constants k are known functions of tempera-

ture; therefore, once the temperature of the system is given, Eq. (73) can

be represented by a curve in the x-y plane. This curve is the "inversion

boundary" for the HF chemical laser we sought.

In Fig. 2, the HP inversion boundary for three different values of

the translational temperature, T = 300')K, 5000K, IZ00°K are presented.

It can be seen from the figure that in the region under the inversion

boundary, dnHF(z)i!dt is greater than di1. (1)/dt because the pumnping

rate by nIT is faster than the de-excitation rate by n HF. In this region,

population inversion in the system is most likely (i. e., assuming reason-

ably favorable past history). Whereas in the region above the inversion

boundary, the opposite is true. As expected, the inversion boundary moves

upward as the translational temperature increases from 300 0 K to 5000 K;

but the upward move decreases as the temperature increases further from

500 0 K, to 1200 0 K. These phenomena are because the excitation

rate constants are. much steeper functions of temnperature than the de-

excitation rate constants in the temperature range from 300°0 K to 5001 K.

As temperature increases further fromo 5000K to 12000K, the tem-iperature

dependence of both the rate constants are comparable. In other words, as

the temperature increases from 500 0 K to 12000 K, the de-excitation rate

constants of the HF chemical laser catch up slowly with the excitation rate

constants. In Jact, for n F I/n Fz(t =0) 2 10-2, it is seen from lF'ig. 2 that
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1 0

T:. 12 0° -1-

-6 ddnHF l) < 1 T.-

d/ dl dt

165 Complete Inversion

7 I-'Partiai inversion

10 6L . I J,,,I.- ,

-62 -6 6 5 -°4 -12 -
"0, 10 10 1.0

F ig. 2 Inversion boundaries as functions of the translational temnperature

for single-phase, H 2 - ½, chemnical laser systems.
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the inversion boundary at 1200° K is actually lower than the inversion

boundary at 500 K.

(b) Partial Inversion. So far, we have only discussed the

case of complete inversion (or vibrational inversion) in the HF chemical

laser system. i. e., n(v') and n(v) arc the number densities of the upper

and lower vibrational states v' and v of a two-level laser systemn.

In fact, it is not always necessary to have complete inversion to

ensure laser action between two levels of the same vibrational inode in a

molecule. Laser action may be obtained also if there is only partial

48-50 _____

inversion (vib ration- rotational inve r s ion), i.e. ,

n(v',j') - g ') n(v,j) > 0 (74)
g W I

and

n(v')- n(v) - 0

where n(v,j) is the number density of the specified vibrational state v

and rotational state j, and go) is the rotational degeneracy, Zj A 1. From

statistical mechanics, we know that if the rotational states are in

equilibrium among themselves at temperature T , n(v, j) would be given byr

-l E0(J)/kTr

n(v,j) -n(v) g(j) (rI2 e (75)
rot
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The rotational partition function Qrot and the energy of the rotational

state j , E 0 (j) can be expressed as

kT
Q

rot he B

E (j) =hc B j(j 4 1) (relative to j = 0 state of that samie
vibrational level v)

where n(v) = n(v,j) is the total numbci density of the specikied vibra-
I

tional state v, k is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, c is

the speed of light, and B is the rotational constant. The rotational tmn-

perature T may be assumned to be equal to the translational temnperature T.r

Now in order to find the "partial-invers;ion boumdary, ' we have to

use the following condition:

dn (v', j') •( dn(v, j) (76)
dt g (j) dt

Assuming that the temperature is independent of time, we differentiate

Eq. (75) with respect to time for both n(v', j ') and n(v, j

dn (v' j' ) ( din' Q/-1 - 0  ('7)/kT

dt dt g r(j) ot

-.E (j)/kTdn(v,j) - dn(v) .. 1 Q -I0 r(

dt dt rot e

By substituting Eqs. (77) and (78) into Eq. (76), we obtain the following
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equation for the "partial- inve rsion boundary, "

dn(v') 1 -E 0(j ')/kTr _dn(v) 1 -E 0 (j)/kTr

dt Q' Q rot e (79)rot Qo

A numerical example is chosen to compare the "partial-inversion

boundary" with the "complete inversion boundary' in the HF chemnical

laser. For the strong i-IF laser line P(5) of the vibrational band 2 1, 9

we have

v' j'4 B 19. 0335 cm (

v= 1 , j = 5 B z 19. 7883 cm /

By substitu,,ing Vtese values into Eq. (39), there res.ults

dn(vz 2) -307/T dn(v - 1)
-t 1. 04 e d (80)

cit dt

An algebraic equation similar to Eq. (73) can be obtained with different

coefficients by substituting Eqs. (69) and (70) into Eq. (80).

The "partial-inversion" boundary for tbe HY chemical laser are

calculated for three different temperatures, T = 30W0 K, 500"3 K and IZ0oo0K,

for comparison with the "complete-inversion" boundary. These are the

dotted curves in Fig. 2. It is scen that the "partial-in-version"' boundary is

generally higher than the "coniplete-inversion" boundary. That is to

say, under identical conditions, it is easier to obtain partial population
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iriv..rsion than complete population inversion. But the increas-;e is not very

substantial; at T - 300 tK, the increase is about a factor of 2, at T z 500 0 K,

the increase is about a factor of 1. 3, and at T = 1200°X, the increase is

only about a factor of 1. 1. Actually, this is obvious from Eq. (80) because

-307 /T
of the Boltzmann factor e As the temperature increases, the effect of

the Boltzmann factor drops off exponentially. in other words, at hligh

temperatures, complete inversion is as easy to obtain as partial inversion.

But the effect is much more pronounced at low temperatures where partial

Sainversion is much easier to obtain than the comulete inversion.

(4) Es•tnate of Maximumn Energy Gain PotentJial for Pulsed P-I.- 2

"Laser Sy -cius. The "inversion boundary'" of the Ill ceical lasr• Ju"..-

presented can be related to the rnaximum efficiency or energy gain potelntial of

the laser system in the following way. The inversion density An is defined as

A n UnTi(2) nJiF(1) (8(2) Li(8

wltwhere nifF n nf() is the total nnumne r density of the TIF 1molecule.

V

Now the total pulS( cuC rgy up to tinlC f is

L(t) ,1 j clA )cit [I J1,CI (8 2)
0 dt J I
0 0

, want to defliie T 0 as the tini when the gaili of thle la.5er .,;ystc~n is



zero, i.e., t = r when An=O, and T as the time when -(in) 0.g0'I dt

Therefoie, the total pulse energy of the laser is

T T9gz0 ~g0
E(' )=h jf d (An) n )

g=0 0 dt dt < hvJ dnHF hv n HF(Tg0)
00 IfH z

(83)

nIHF ('I can be related to nHF(T 0) in the following way,

g

HF(T 1 ) In : (84)
nItF(T ) (

g=0

Since T is the time vhen d(AX-n)/dt = 0, it is reasonable to as•-sume that

T is proportional to the excitatiojn tin-me of HF(2), T . And1 ex

F =- ', + T, where 12 is the time duration starting from d(An)/dt = 0gO0 2' 2

until An 0; thus T 2 is assumed to be proportional to the fastest relaxa-

tion time q HF(2), rel

nftl,'j (2)
'r ;a T 

n
I ex k4(Z) nrnI

2

(85)
1T T

rel k6a nli1

Thu~s,
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nI IF(T ) T "
g ~ + +1g 'I - - - I . .

nHF(TI) 3I 2

k 4 nF

k6a(2) 1lHF (2)

+ kk4 (2 ) F (86)

k6a (2) LHF

Now we want to define the maximum laser efficiency or energy gain

potential as

laser output gHF(Tg=0
Max max. chen energy inpt 3 n.

n nHF (T :0) n F(T
Ig =: !87

"3 n F

whe1 c (1I./nl(0) as a function of n7 . is the curve in the
('ii) ( 1. (0 

- F2

"inversion boundar. ' plot of Fig- 2. Therefore, the max-inium

laser efficiency T1 max is directly proportional to nUHF(.1) lF(0) *

For most of the operational HPI, lasers, she ratio of the free fluorine

atom concentration to the hydrogen molecule concentration is about 4%,

i.e. n/F In 4%. F ron. the rate constants conapiled in Appe:, dx 2

and the "inversion boundary" plot, it can be shown that fey- n /1n <4%
YY19 J(0.1

at T L 300 0 K
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nHF(Tg 0) nHF(T1 )

S2.8 ,O.9max 0 9
Hi-F (T 1) ' ma(0n

at T 500°K

nHF (T ) n4HF(T
- - g = 0 1 .•( I

371;
nHF (T ) max nI F 2(0)

at T 1200 0 K

nn

HF (T F 2 (0)

Thus, the "inversion boundary" plot can serve as an approximate maximum

laser efficiency plot as a function of n /ly(0)1 A
5, LASER iGNI¶'ION OF TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS

j. Definition of Two-phase Raised Chemical Laser Systems

For the purpose of the present study, we define a two-phase pulsed

chemrical laser system as a pulsed chemical laser system in which the

lasing mredium is made up of a reactive gas miixture plus some finely-

dispersed, submicron size solid particles or liquid droplets. 'I'he apparent

advantages of two-phase systems over the corrmmonly considered single- .,

phase systems (i.e., gaseous mixtures only) are many:
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I

(1) The absorption of infrared and visible xadiation by smiall particles is

generally broad-band, which allows a wide selection of the chemical

and surface properties of the absorber.

(2) By suitable choice of particle size and surface properties, the heated

particles may be used to provide a. large catalytic surface area for

chain initiation and for subsequent chain br-anching withou& the need

for grossly heating the entire gas mixture during the initiation process.

(3) By suitable choice of chemical properties, the heat of reaction from

combustible particles may be utilized for generation of a high concen-

tration of active atorns essential for efficient pumping of most knoown

chemical laser systems.

Point (3) is especially attractive from the point of view of potential

laser energy amplification due to the very large ratio between the heat of

combustion of rnost metals and the energy required to heat the same metals

to their corresponding ignition temperature, starting froma room temperature

corndi... Point. (I) Le•j:,ful whenxi infrared lasers are to he used as initia-

tion sources in view of the generally nar.-ow-band nature of the absorption

process. (For exanmple, the cascade excitationi dissociation process reported

in Reference 34 was a resonant absorption process, and hence req-uired acci-

dental matching of the incident laser frequency and the molecular vibrational

frequency. ) Point (2) could be useful if lorng cnains could be utilized for

chemical laser purping and if the rate of chain initiation in the otherwise

pulrely gas--phasc r(•acticn were too slow.
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We shall demonstrate these points in the subsections that follow.

b. Optical Properties of Two-phase Systems

The absorption and scattering properties of finely-dispersed, sub-

micron size particles (or liquid droplets) at infrared frequencies can be

calculated according to classical electromagnetic theory. According to such

52
theory, the total extinction cross-section 0ext for a particle of equivalent

spherical volume V = 4TTa 3/3 and with mean radius a smaller than the

radian wavelength ) Xv /2 TTE I/k of the incident radiation can be repre-

sented by an asymptotic series:

o 1 2 12 4 27
I im 4x r + ± x m 2 15 +38TTa m +Z in + 224m + 3

m + 2 Z n ] +
2

+ x4 Re "§ 1 ) + (88

where Re and Im denote taking real and imaginary part, respectively,

x = Ia = a/kh is the radius-to-wavelength ratio, and m is the complex index

of refraction of the material that makes up the particle. The first term ib

the main absorption term, and the second term is the main scattering term

which gives rise to the Rayleigh scattering formula when m is a real constant.

By writing m = - iK , where n denotes the ordinary index of refraction

and K denotes the bulk extinction coefficient of the material, one obtains

from Eq. (88) the following expiessions for the absorption and scattering
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cross section, of the particle in the long wave limit (i.e. , >> a, or

x << 1,

Q__b 24 • _-
2  2 2 2 2 ha (•9)

TT a(;2- K . 2)2 4 - , K

Qscat ___ f (n itk) a4 (90)

2 2 2 2 2 "•
TTa - ± 2)' + 4 ' K"]•'

where

8 2 2 4 2- 2 2 + 2)2
(rYt.K + 1t ) + 2 (Yu )1(> ±Y -

3

34 - 6 V 444

If the particle material is a low-loss dielectric (c. g. , quartz, glass, ionic

crystal, water, etc. ), the extinction. coefficient is generally much smaller

than the index of refraction (i.e., I<< «,L). For such particles, the tPo

cross sections become a gproximately,

Qabs 24 n,
, _ ka (91)

Sa (P +2)

8Q- 3 4 -+42
scat _83 -(ka (92)

2 )4
Ta 3(J ?÷ 2)

For metallic particles, )- and K arc nearly identi,-ally givan by

. ' _-- -- -- (9 3 )
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where a is the electrical conductivity of the metal expresoed in Guassian

units, X is the wavelength, ani c is the velocity of light in vacuum.

(Note that one M. K. S. unit of conductivity, i. e. , 1 mho/rnmter, is equivalent

9-1
to 9 x i0 Gaussian units of conductivity, which has the dimension of sec

For a typical good conductor, such as aluminum, the numerica± val.ue of a

17 -1
at roonm temperature is typically 3 X 10 sec . Thus, at a typical infrared

l~-l

frequency f = ci 3 >V10 sec (corresponding to X 1 10 ýi), the numerical

value of rn and K for a good conductor is of the order of 10 , which is much

greater than unity. Acc ordingly, the absorption and scattering cross sections

for submicron size mnetallic particles at irnfrared frequencies ate approxi-

maitely given by

Qaýb s 6c
ab 6 ka ---- M. (94)

7T ax
SScat ka 4 (95)

2 3

It is interesting to note that, since Q abs is proportional o the 01 first

power of ka while Q is proportional to the fouOt:h power of ka, the

scattering cross section decreases much mnore rapidly with particle size

than the absorption cross section, so that at sufficiently small values of ka,

the scattering cross section will becomne insignificant in comparison with the

absorption cross section. In other words, a twmo-phse mixture compocsed

of very fine suspended particles will essentiall.y behave like a g-cod absorbinh
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mnedium rather than a strong scattering mediumn at infrared frequencies.

Pr.tom Eqs. (91) and (92), it is seen that for dielectric particles, the scatter-

ing cross section begins to fall below the absorption cross section when

1/3ka 1 3 w . (Note that i 1. 4 for most dielecLric material at infrared

frequencies. ) Similarly, from Eqs. (94) and (95), one may deduce that the

scattering cross section for metallic particles will fall below the absorption
1/3

cross section when ka < 1. 3 (c/aX)

Another interesting point to note from Eqs. (91) and (94) is that, if

we divide these equations through by the mean particle radius a, one obtains

48 ••,

2 +2)2 for dielectric

abs J (96)

11a IT c for metal

aX

which states that the absorption cross section for very smnall particles is

pgportional to the volume of the particle at a given frequency, no matter

what kind of , .... clI " c;CI

Using handbook values, the extinction coefficient K and index of

refraction -r are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 as functions of the incident

electromagnetic wavelength X (in vacuum) over the infrared region for

some ionic crystals and metals. From these values of -n, and v , the

ablsorption cross section for very small size particles made up of these

mjate-rials (i.e., ka << 1) has been calculated according to Eq. (96) as a
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frequency.
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function of incident wavelength. The results are plotted in Fig. 5. From

these values of the absorption cross section, one can readily calculate the

e-folding absorption length scale for a monochromatic bearn of electro-

magnetic radiation propagating through a two-phase mixture consisting of a

transparent gas-phase component, and a finely-dispersed solid-phase

component of n particles per unit volume,p

1
L (97)abs n Q a97p abs

Since the volume fraction of solid particles, 0 , in such a two-phase mnix-p

ture is simply given by the product of n and the volume per particlep

"V - 4ua 3 /3, and the absorption cross section per particle is proportional

to the particle volume according to Eq. (96), one. can subsequently calculate

the value of 0 p for yielding a desired absorption length scale, such that
p2

+ 3for dielectric

0 L 4Vfa 3 6T (9)p abs 3 Qabs a jf)

9nc for metal

The value of 0 so determined for an absorption length scale L 10
p abs

meter in two-phase mixtures containing the indicated solid particles is

plotted in Fig. 6. Since the bulk density of most solids is typically

-1 310 mole/cm while the standard density for any perfect gas at room ten-

perature and atmnospheric pressure is about 4 X 10 -5 mole/cm , the curves

6 9
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sho\\n in Fig. & inicate thit at the CO) hA seo wavelongth of" 10. 6 " the

mv.olc fraction of solid particles required to vield an absorption length scale

of 10 meter in a t .,o-phaso mLnxturc at standard atniospheric preossure and

tcnypcrature is about uviity \Vh- 1 the particles arc mnade of highly conducting

metals, sucl as alurninium and nia,_nesiurn.

c. Solid Particles as bLert Calalys' for Giuaton Initialioi-t and Chain-
B ra,,,chij

it is well known ,at hot .solid surface- can act a, catalytic s-Lrfaces

for dissociation of gaseous noosecules. Di.,sociation of J11 bIy hcated tungsten

is just one of the cxampleLs. In gone. ral, one may cxpe¢ct that the rate of dis-

sociation or catalytic efficiency would be a sensitive function of th solid

2j
surface teropurature, as ohseorved ;11 tme, (iso so, iati Ii J. hy tung.sten.

Thus, the large surface area prov]ded by sijrIenIIlet. u , fviy- ilpcrsod

solid particles in a t\wo-phase mixture can coI(:jivaby be utilize(d .ýs

catalyst. for (. heniical chain initiation and branching in the gas.-phinso cornpo-

nfnt. Of course, in order to utilize such catalytic effect in a pulsed Ch.xxuical

laser system, the soliel surface must be initially passive and inert so that t:h-e

two-phase -mixture would be stable before initiation.

Detailed calculation of the surface - catalized chain initiation and chain

branching rate would require a specification of the particle heattuc rate aUS

wcll as adequate knowledge about the tenteratur,-depc] cnt cataly•tic jrop-

crtaes of the surface of intetrest. While such catalytic jmrope rties inay l)&

iflf, I llt t(; get, ("specially for plarticular conhbination s of gases anud sui fac-s
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that have not yet been stud~ed. The initial rate of heating of the solid particles

by a suddenly turned on beam of electromagnetic radiation, on the other hand,

is relatively easy to calculate. For example, by neglecting scattering,

r;-emission, and conductive heat loss, one can readily write down the

energy balance equation for the small solid particles of individual volume

V = 4n a 3/3 and of bulk specific heat per unit volume ý Cv during the

passage of a laser beam of local intensity 1,

oC VdT

v V-- + IQabs : 0 (99)

Th-us, ;i' rate of temperaiure rise per unit beam intensity is simply given

by

1. Q ab s 3 QabL
. . . . --- (100 )
I dt cC V 4 PC 3

v v T1

The ixicial particle heating rate so calculated Wor the various particle

miaterial a,] absorption cross 3ect.coi shown ii, Fig. S is plotted here in

'g. 7. It is seen that for i0. 6 ti radiation, '.ae heatLing rate for aluminum

paitiC1eC; by a beam of 106 watts/cm ww,.ld be about 1 l•/Lioec, whereas for

graphite, the correspop.ding heating rate would be 3000K/useC. At solid.-

state laser frequencies ( -.. 1 h ), the heating rate would be about 50 times

faster.

Aveter the chain center atomurs are generated by the heated solid

particles through surface catalysis, thn to.ic-.i of subscqueti chailr ccntr
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diffusion Lnto the gas-phase mixture which fills up the interparticle space

can be treatud as a problem of spherical diffusion invoiving conserved

passive scalar quantities (since the chain center atoms are simply being

recycled during the chain propagation step in nonlranching, noun-

terminating chain reactions): It can be shown54 that the three-dimentsional

spherically symmetric diffusion equation with constant diffusion coefficient

may be written in the following way,

S(r ) = D • -(r n) (101)
Dr

where r is the radial distance, n is the concentration, and D is the

binary ditiusion coefficient.

Consider now sone small spherical particles distributed randomly

in a mediumn of detonable gas mixture such as If /V 2. When the surfarc

of any one of the particles is uniformly heated to some temnperature T aa I
instantaneously, dissocsation of F will take pla(e on the surface at soeine

value of T1' Equation (101) with some appropriatt initial and bouandary

conditions mnay be used to describe approximnately the diffusion process both

in timn- and space of the fluorine atom concentration on the particle surface.

This approximation is based on the' "equivalent sphere'' concept which

assumes that spherical symmetry is valid in this case up to a certain point

in space for each particle. A schematic diagram of the problem is

illustrated in Fig. 8.

Assumning that the concentration of the fluorine atom 1oi any Spli'rical
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Fig. 8Geometry and noryecndat~ure for the spltcricýal diffus iunl prob1earl.
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surface remains constant, and that there is no flux at the imaginary outer

spherical boundary, we can set up the proper boundary conditions as

follows,

F(t, r) nFa at r = a for all t

(1 02)
(t, r) z 0 at r k i +a for all t

Dr F

And the initial condition that tbcre is no fluorine atom concentration any-

where in space a:t t =0 can be rt-.presented as

iF (t, n) = 0 at t z 0 for ail r (103)

Similar solution of ihe problem can be obtained if the following

dimensionles&" quantities are introduced,

r r-a - Dt

t~

(10o4)
nF. rr, t)

, t) t)n Fa

By substituting the expression in Eq. (104) into FEqs. (itl), (102) and (1.03), we

obtain the following iondhainensiiuial equation arl ts initial and bouvdary

conditions,

or~ a 105)°)
-t [K -) 2 y] (l05)

•t _ •')'h." - • F 1



. C. n'(t, .)=0 at t=0 for all. (106)

B.C. n) at E. 0 for all t

(107)/

- = 0 at 1 for all t
I a:

This may be transformed into a problemn involving diffusion in a plate of

unit thickness (the "equivalent plate") under specific boundary conditions by

making the substitution u -- n . Then Eqs. (10<), (105), and (106)

"become

Du D u (lOK

at

wvith

j . C. u(t, .) 0 for 0 < z < 1 at t t 0 109)

B. C. u(t, ) a/e at F, 0 1or all t

(11.0)
au u1a0 at • = 1 for all t

Notice here that the second bounda-ry coidition that there is no flux at the

outer boundary in the original problem becoines a radiation bowidary condi-

tion (in the sense of Ref. 54) after the transformation. According to Ref. 54,

the solution to the problem represented by J•qs. (106%, (109), and (1Ib) is
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2I 2
u I + L(I- 2) • (s + I sin(5n t)eBZ

a/I I +L l • (L+L 2+ r2
n n

where

1a

and n are the positive roots of
n

$ cot ý + L = 0 (102)

Therefore, the fluorine atom concentration is obtained,

? ?
a/• • 2(5 + L-) sin(3 ) _i t

nF__(____)___1_nn n (13

IT + a ~ ~(+L~lZ
n (L1n)

Numerical solutions of n for P/a 10, 100 with different values

of t are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. It should be remarked here that for

large values of t, the infinite series in 'Eq. (113) converges very rapidly.

But for smnall values of t, more and more terms in the series have to be

used; in our case, for 0 = 0. 01, six terms of the series are used.

Fort;llatCly, for even smaller values of t, we can approximate this diffu-

sion problemn with finite boundaries by the semi-infinite diffusion problem.

Physically, for the case of small values of t. the concentration does not

have time to diffuse out far enough to "feel" the presence of the outer
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boumdary. This is verified by taking the solution of the semi-infinite

diffusion problem at t = 0. 01 to compare with the solution given by

Eq.( 1l3). And the comparison shows very little difference between the

two solutions. Thus, for t « 1, we have

n(114) •-
nF (tr) ='c•-.

where erfc(x) is the complemn Lary error function of argument x.

d. Two-phase Systems Involving Solid Particle Cornbustion-

(1) Energy Gain Potential. When the heated particles in a two-

phase chemical laser system is used simply as an ij-y catalyst, the

energy gain potential of the two-phase system is nu. very different trom

that of a single-phase system using the samne gas-phase reactive mixture.

The reason is that the energy required to generate the dissociated atoms

must still be supplied by the initiation source, so that the pulsed energy

gain pote-nHial "ou still be governed by collisional de-excitation and

useable chain length considerations as discussed in subsections 3. c and 3. d.

If the solid particles suspended in the two-phase system can be made

to burn and the subsequent release of combustion energy could be utilized

for further chemical pumping of the laser reactions, the prospect of

energy gain appears much better, The imnproved prospect of energy gain

derives from the fact that the heat of combustion of most metals and some

solid compounds is often much greater than the energy requi red to heat the
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sarme rnas of metal or compound to their respective ignition temperature,

starting from room temperature. This is illustrated in Table 2 in which

some known ignition temperature T for various solid dust particles inC
55

air, the heating energy per mole AE for raising the solid temperatureC

from To 0  300'K to T , and the heat of combustion It per mole of theC C

56
initial solid in 0P F2 , and Gi are listed. 5 Even though the ignition

temperature for these solids in F and Cl, are not known, they are likely to

be lower than those corresponding to the air case. Thus, the heat of com-

bustion of the more energetic solid fuel such as aluminum and boron in

fluorine is generally greater than the energy required to brinig the solid

tparLicles up to ignition temperature by a factor of about 100. For combustion

in chlorine, the energy ratio is of the order of 30,

The dissociation energy for F2 and C1? is about 31 and 57 keal/mole,

respectively. Thus, the heat of combustion from 1 mole (or 27 grams) of Al

in an F -rich mixture could generate up to 10 moles of F-atom (after due

allowance is made for the enthalpy change associated with raising the gas

temperature to 1, 700 0 K, which corresponds roughly to the temperature for

complete dissociation of F2 under thermodynamic equilibrium condition at

standard density). Similarly, the heat of combustion from 1 mole of Al in

a Cl 2-rich m-ixture could generate up to 2. 4 mnoles of Cl-atom. '--he corre-

sponding maximum F-atom and Cl-atom yield from burning of I mole (or

24. 3 grams) of Mg in an F 2-rich or a C1 Z- rich mixture is about 6 and 1. 6

8 3



mules respectively. If the F-atomn or Cl-atom so generated can be utilized

8,1.1
for direct pumping of such exothermic hydrogen-halide laser reactions as

F 4TI, I-IF' I I 1.7 i.c]/inol- (115)

F -i HI>r -•Ill}' 1 Br 1 45. 8 kcal/inole (116)

F + HI -i II - I + 62. 3 kcal/niole (117)

Cl -f III - HCI + 1 1 32 kcal/rnole (118)

and assuming that only 12% of the exothermicity can be extracted as laser

energy, then combustion of 1 mole of aluminum could generate as much as

38, 55, and 75 kcal of HF loser energy from reaction (115), (116), and (117),

respectively; or 9. 2 kcal of I1CI lasor unergy f'uin r,"u.&Lti(, (I101. Conparig

these with the ignition energy AL'2 , 4 hcal/mnole indicated for Al in Table Ii,

it is seen that a potential energy gain by a factor of somewhere between 2 and

20 is quite possible through a lAtcr-ignition process in a two-phase syTsteif,.

Whncr a conventional flashlamnp instead of a pulsed laser is used to initiate

the ignition process, the potential energy gain is ;ven merc significant since

the minimrnu energy required for direct photodisseciation of 10 moles of F

is 310 kcalories and absorption of flashlarup energy by solid particles is

likely to bIe n yre cfficient than by a dissociating gas.

In order to niake use of the heat of conmbustion from solid particl, es for

t( lie ir-A :o puIii]pig, of chcmical lasers in two-phase systems, a nunmbcr of

;l)-,i( 'I LI!'l :u al conditioiis inust. be siroultaieously satisfied. Thu
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more important of these conditions are: kal The system must be initially stable,

or at least quasi-Astable to the extent that no significant spontaneaous conversion

of the reactants into products takes place in the time scale required to prepare

the two-phase rnixcture for ignitior within the laser cavity (a time scale which

needs not be murclt greater than the typical gas-filling time of a few milli-

seconds, depending onl the size and geoxnet:ry of the cavity). kh) The intensity

of the inlt.ating radiation source must be siloti,ciently high so that the solid

particles can be brought up to ignition te-.pera Lu re wvithout excessive heat loss,

and that ignition of all the particles will be nearly 'simultaneous in order to

naintain a high degree of spatial hornogeneity for the res.ulting Ja-,eaIle mediumn.

(c) The burn ing rate uf theu F rUli tcit s 1)(2 I .ucs 'li it.cIOlv.I> ftý[ it, COilipd r-j -

son witll the rate of de--4e.X Citation of the roaction t3•1'•,eic! !;o lthat a Hi.0h popula-

tion iinversion density can be ma.intained for laser generation. ((H The heat of

combustion generated in the flame zone surrounding the solid. particles must

be transferred out, either through radiation or throutgh mnol.cular transport,

into the iterparticle space and redistributed amiong the gas-phase reactants

in a time scale shorter than, or at moist comparable to, the characteristic

time for do-activation of tLe resultant gas-phase reaction products. (t,) The

proces'ses of combustion enorgy redistribution and subsequent gas-phase

reactions must favir the production of the upper laser state over that of the

lowel states.

it may be noted that condition a) is actually a prerequisite for any true

(i.., ,premixed) pulsed chemical laser operation, and the satisfaction of which

8,



is just a matter of finding compatible mixtures. Satisfaction of condition (e)

is also somewhat automnatic if the gas-phase reaction chosen were one of the

principal pumping reactions in single-phase chemnical lasers like reactions

(115) through (118), and that redistribution of the heat of combustion favors

the generation of active atoms which participate in such principal pumping

reactions, Condition (b) is common to all initiation process, and the satisfAc-

tion of which depends only on the availability of an initiation source of suffi-

ciently high intensity.

Even though rmuch of the basic chemical kinetics information required

for quantitative analyses of processes related to the satisfaction of conditions

(u) and (d) is not yet available, order-of-magnitude arguments based on

extrapolation of existing knowledge about mnetal powder combustion in air or

in other oxygen-laden gas mixtures does not indicate that these conditions

cannot be satisfied. In fact, if the uinknown rate constants for exothermic gas-

phase reactions of the type

Al i F4 - AIF - F I 117. 5 kcal/mole (119)

LiII I C1 I-ICl 4 LiCl t 108. 0 kcal/mole (120)

were anywhere comparable to those for the halogen-hydride reactions (1)

through (4) cited in the introductory section, one could even become optimistic

about the prospect of efficient two-phase chemical laser operation. We will

demnonstrate this point through the following discussion of various critical

problems related to such prospect,..
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(2) Chem-ical anrl T1lernial Stmhiiily co Two-phase Systems. If the

mi fxing of finely-dispersed nmetal powders, such as Al and Mg, \with active gas

mixtures, such as F -1-, Cl - ii, Ci,-Hl3r, F _)0-"•, etc,, wero strongly

hypergolic (i. .o , spontaneous ignition tempcrature equal to )r below room

tenoperature, with very ranid combustion rate), no ignition systuem will be

necessary. For such hypergolic mixtui es, th,, only possible v.ode of pulsed

laser operation will be that oi an' inte r.itttenl -flow\ (.)e. , blow-vldowln type)

* ixing laser in which the reactive comgejnents are inu tantly 3ntrodcuced into

tate laser cavity in mUch t he Sa,ýe \vity rd, reactants are ijtroduced in any

8
single-phase mixing laser system. 'l efficiency ol such two-phase rmixing

laser system will bie governed Ly a coiuipftition t.hoe:: tc ralr'a of reactants

mixing, combustion, halogen-atomj , <a .ion, act;.v, ,olceclel for ination

and collisional dc-excitation of the ct~iv. nmolecules.

If the two-phase mixture wer. stable or only weakly hypergolic (in

the sense that the rates of reaclJoý:. at roome ternperaltrve remabins so low that

no significant conversion of reactants into products takes place in the time

scale required to prepare the two-phaso minxture and to send it thro-ugh the

laser cavity), genuine pulsed operation with premnixed reactants would be

possible. Economy of the initiation process would then be governed by the

specific heat of the solid particles and the ignition tcmperature of such particles

in the active gas miLxtare. The efficiency for subsequent coiversion of chemical

energy into laser energy is then gnverned by a cornpetition among the rates



of combustion, active-atom generation and diffusiol, cxcited molecule forma-

tion, and collisional de-excitation of the active nrolecules.

(3) Rate of Heating of Solid Particles. To xinimnize the

energy required for bringing the surface temperature of the solid particles up

to ignition temperature without grossly heating the gaseous components in a

two-phase system, it would be desirable to heat up the solid particles as

rapidly as possible, i. e. , in a time scale that is short in comparison with the

characteristic time TD for diffusion of heat in the gas phase over the

averaged inter-particle distance I (see subsection c abovel.

)

D D

The therinalc diffusivity D is generally a function of pa.s density, temperature

57and chemical composition. Ihowever, for the purpose of the present discus-

sion, it suffices to consider D to be identical to the averaged molecular dif-

fusivity with a typical value 1) • 0. 25 cin-/sec for all gas mixtures of

interest at standard density r, (defined here as the density at whch the total

number density of r-olecules in the gas phase is equal to 2. 5 X 10 19/cm .

Thus, at any given gas density P, the characteristic interparticle diffusion

time is given by (when 11 is nieasured in microns),

2
T 2 -Ž 4 x 10 £ - second (122)

D 10 P0 P0

It is seen that for a typical inter-particle distance of 50 microns, the
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ctharacteristic diffusion time is about 100 ,tsec at standard density.

The rate of heating of very small particles by a suddenly turned on

source of electronmagnetic radiation \va, discussed earlier in subsection b.

and the calculi ed rate of tempcraivurc rise per urnit radiation intensity was

plotted in Fig. 7. As noted earlier, for the healhlug oF aluhniimin pariticles, in

order to obtain a temperature rise of 1, 000 '1K in a time scale of 10 " sec.,

6
an intensity of 10 wats /cm" o\-)ulld bt- iicde,tl at I ] 1 l5cl \Vclength, or

10 xvatts/crna would be needed for 10.6 radiation. For tiho heating of

giaphite particles, the intensity requirenients for providing the same rate of

temperature rise is reduced to 2. Z x 10, watts/cmul at 1 i and

)5 ,2 .
. 1 J V \katt / I- at A - 0 Lj. The- s itnl i rn, I rlrl/4i vt:iy nig,, apperV

to be well within cur rent puised ia-'et" te,:lniology. uor cxanpI) e , a :.oni-

nerically available glass laser with a 9 joulC Clu rgy Olutj)t, 30-s1(CC pulse

width, and a bearn diamieter of 12-mun would pi-ovide a pak intensity of about

3 X 108 watts/cn l at 1. 0 6 -u wavelength. TJhe same iramue of iintens;ity at

10. 6-u wavelength can also be reached by nihild focuss'ing of the output beam

from Transverse Electrically-excited Atmosphei'ic-p jre s sure ('1lA) CO.>

lasers of performance characteristics comparable to those reported iii the

58, 59
recent literature.

E'.g., American Optical Corp. Model No. A0-30I) as listed in the Laser
Focus 1971 PBuyers,' Guide, pp. 120-121.
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When a flashlamp instead of a pulsed laser is used as the initiation

source, the ma-ximnum intensity available for solid particle heating will be

limited by the apparent brightness temperature of the flashlamp. Thus, for

a flashlamp operating at a peak brightness temperature of 15, 000°0 K, the

maximum intensity will be limited to about 3 X 105 watts/Cm-1. Ihowever,

since the light output from such a flashlamp would have a broad spectral

distribution which peaks around 3, 000 A, it appears that such an intensity

would be quite adequate for heating up highly conductive metal powders,

such as alumninum and magnesium, to their respective ingition temperature

in a time scale of the order of 10- 5sec.

(4) Burning Rate of Metal Powders. The rates of combustion of

metal powders, such as Al, Mg, B, Ti, Zr, etc., in gases such as FZ, Cl?,

NP3' FzO, 2 GO, etc. , are generally not known. THence, one can only infer

such rate from experimental data published in the litterature for burning of

metal powder in air and in oxyguu'-Jzden gas mixtures.

60
According to the recent paper of Wilson ari Williams, the charactCr-

istic time 713 for conmbustion of aluinium parfcles in oxygen-laden gases

from all published experiments can be rcpcVCe2 ted by the formula

*It may be noted that in order to calculate the heating rate by a flashlamp
properly, equations should be suitably modified to take into account the broad
spectral distribution of the flashlainp, as well as any resonance absorption
effe(t near X 1 Ta,
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11 ) 0 (123)1-; - •-p(( ) )1 3

Where a is the initial radius of the almuinuin pa rticle, p(O is the particle

pressure of 02 expressed in units of the :,41audard attneospicre, and ý is a

constant which depends only on the dilution ratio of thiw oxygen-laden gas

mixture for any given diluent. For cuanbub L~ion of alujiinuimn particles of

initial radius ranging between J.0 and 300 numeron in ).,/Ar nitxtures, the

-3 -4 zvalue of ý was found to be 4 x 10 C-n3/5cc for pure 0 and 9 O 10 cm 1

sec for a 10% O 90', Ar mniL-:ture of total pressure ranging between 1 and

5 atmospheres. The characteristi2 ,imC 1 is defined hiere as ihe time it

takes the combustion process to reduce the initial radius of the alutminum

particle by a factor of 2 (and hence, its volUtme by a factor of 8). Thus,

according to these experimental data, the burning tine for aluminumn

particles of 10 inicron initial radius in pure oxygen at. standard atlmospheric

pressure is about 2. 5 X 10 sec.

ut) 2
As noted by Wilson and Williains, th. 0 a ieplendence of the

characteristic burning time TI as indicated by 1'Eq. (123) is consistent with

what one would predict front the classical quasi-steady vapor-phase con-

bustion theory (see Fig. 11) in which the diffusion flame geometry is assumned

self-similar and the rate of release of combustion energy from the reaction

zone is assumed to be governed by local equilibrium chemistry. Since the

chemical kinetic rates never entered such a theoretical model of solid particle

9z
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Fig. 11 Diffusion flaine model ill classical vapor-phase combustion
theory.



combust ion, thlele is no site lit onl tile applicability of thle thlea rw as lonig

as the nmolecula r mean-free-pa til remlainIS SUfficienly0) smlall inl conyja rison1

with the pa rticle dianmctv r so that thc cont~immom treatmlient w~as Justified.

Ilo-weve r, from ele-mentary considerations, it w\ould he lunrealistic to0 c.'Pect

that the einpi vical fo rmula (1213) couild be extriapJolated mldc inlitely for Pj)ve-

diction of the burning~ time for very swall pa i-titsc- (i. e., 0.0 10 U, ) Clue

to the eventual oniset of finite -ia te cinI ry airj~ I r(et 111ob-cui e flowv. (Note

that the viscosity mean- free-path for aii- at sticidaird density is about 0. 0t)

At this juncture, if onie as sunives that tll. be ates ' of &oIllustiofl of m-etal

powders, such as Al, Mg, B, Ti, / r, et~c. , ill ga at' SltIs F' , C1 ) 2'- '20,

etc. are at least as fa:-A. ai t hat fotrnd I*ok r colln l.u tionl of ýi a ii jlll inll

and that the oa'ceszedpnen OF flthe ch1,1arade 1i.'isti 111 leime as

indicated by Eq. (1.23) canl he ext rapo)oatcd (1()\ 1 to a o -)f Ilthe ord r of I :

then rnetal powder b~urninig time of the order of0 10 tIsec appearFs roac habit2

ini two-phase ignition systeiiis operatiang at standarid den isity.

R((,r ~i s tribu t im o I Coinbu s tion ]:ler_'vf u 1-" Y

efficient conversion of toinibustion) tnt rgy int last' e tc Fgy inl 1 vo-phlase ýSys-

tenis, it. is es sential that thle heat Of c OinblustiOll gene r'ale Il thle flallnýe Zone

surrounding thle solid particles he I ra usfe rred (-lt. into file iii to rpa r ice IcSpace

and redistribjuted aniong the ga s-pia so reac.tants ini a time scale wvhich is

shorter than, or at most tamnpa rablo to, thwell rJiIakte FiS tic timle fo' CI* oli -

sional do-activaticin of tho. lasing niolecule s. JIl chemical systems wvhich

make use of dissociated atomb for puptjlingl Of the uippet- laser states thiroughA
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reactions of the type represented by Reactions (115) through (118), re-

distribution of the combustion energy must result in a preferential dissocia-

tion of the halogen-rich gases such as F",,, C12, NF3, F 0, etc. over that
3'2

of the hydrogen-containing molecules such as If , Ilkr, III, etc. Alter-

natively, if redistribution of the cmunbustion one rgy %e ri to result in a pref-

erential dissociation of the hyd ride molecules, the I1 atoms so generated may

be utilized for pulmping of hydrogen -halogen las;ers through 'hot reaction s

of the type

11 1 F, IlI 4 1 4 U101. 5 kcal/inole (124)

H i Cl, ITC1 4 Cl 45.1 kcal/inole (125)

Thc wor st situation0 o01e can ifiagi ne is that rte-di st ribution ol the combustio]]

energy leads to simultaneous deconlpo sit ion, of all gas-phase reactants at

about the same r-ate, but such a situation is probably not very likely.

R edistribution of the combustion energy flrowz the hot flame zone cut

to the cold gas oc(:uipyilg the bulk oul the in crlparlickc space \will proccod,

radiatively as well as thlrolIgh inolecular transport, If the flame zone were

strongly chemiluninescent and the emitted light ,vere to have a spectral range

which overlaps that for phowodissocialt, of lhe hal]ogen- rich nmolecules, then

direct conversion of a significant fraction of the conmbutition energy into dis-

sociated halogen atoms could take place instantaneously throughout the inter-

particle space. In other words, the burning metal powder could act like an
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"internal flashlamp" for gene ration of active atonis in rnuch the same way

that active atoms are generated by external liglht ourcus in the conventional

flashlanmp initiation proces+s for singlc-ph-ase tiehninal lasers.

Vis\ible light generated tromt buriling o tfine m aaglcsiull wvires or

pioxldcr in uxygen (or air) has lun' be en utl iivctl as a t'Ony-,]iv, nlem tight source

in flash photography. Likewisu, oe w may exp• ,A: that flit blue and neart-

ultraviolet end of the Cm ssion sp0 J It Vol ii it•,t 11i c iui ILtLIMtti- : a.-S0' iattd Willh

turning of aliilll]l and lluaglit' 1 Jeo\\t cr> in haiogen-it 11 hgases Can also

be utilized for phoouissnciti ,i l F" ann t.1 ti xhi 'i1e ivn 1.o have

strong dissociation continua il• thi. q],.". 1 ra'd 2: J, UO 9 '1 , (51) A 5.

(l'holltdiss ciatinn of 1s ftro l it: ground 'ich tronic stat, i ns ! tI Wrty likely

Mic' tWhe disi;sociation contin.iuaiLIt i" I'la, itr uIt•,Iitt. 1 Accur-ing to

51)

I earse and (iayd!on, Al) M and AWK(: a ri' knot t t: liaevc strong ,.cctritoic

bands enoittinlg in this spiecttal range Of i0Ate V- si hB. •htlljOll, continua ernis-

sion rcsultinig fro mn mlolecular t'Olll)it tx l-or itiil sUl it • (AIt I 3 )' (AlC (13n ' n

or from condensation of suiVt l reacticont prou, t. in'to vu r51 sinadl refractory

solid particles near the i ''hih -%t' lt, l iLut' i nlvA l it' Il y \yt11 .tNtend into

this near ultraviolet region. !tt ever, one llistA say al tlii 5 tillte that \\(c do

not yet know enough about Lthe probability of cxCtiti ellcCtoroni c state fornia-

tion withhin the flame zone of Im rning l n.1 tal ptto'dc s, i ,r do Yl v know the

oscillator strenigthis associated wit h suie txcitcd clccltroidic states of reaction

produet s s'o tozuicd, to inake any quanititativ'e prediction albout the efficiency

of such photo proce' sses, For this rca.eon, wt sugg,,st that sonie Shock-ttube
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expurinmcnts be carried out to collect quantitative inform.ation oil cher-

ilurniescence fronm burning metal powders that would be useful for further

analysis of this particular problern.

In contrast to the photodissociation processes, which can be con-

sidered instantaneous for all practical purposes, redistribution of comnbus-

tion en-.rgy into the bulk of the interparticle space through molecular

diffusion and/or hoat conduction would be inuch slower. Even though the

detailed kinetic steps related to the burning of metal powders are not known

(not even for burning of aluminum powder in oxygen, according to experts in

the field of cornbustion theoryb5r )-one may postulate that ons-phase combus--

tion of metal vapors, such as Al and Mg, in diatomic gases such as F£ and

Cl, is likely to proceed according to sequences of the type

Al + 2 - -P 117. 5 kcal/niole

AlF + ..F 1" + 87. 1 kcal/mole (I26)

AlF 2 q F 2 -F + 106. 0 kcalirnole

Al + C12  AIC1 I CI 1 53. 1 kcal/mole

AlcL + Cl 9  AI] 2 i CI i 35. 3 keal/mole (127)

AICI 4 Cl 2 A1CI + Cl 1 35. 5 kcal/rnnle
22 3
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Out of the 310. 6 kcal/mole generated from sequence (126), or" the 1 Z3. 9

kcal/mole generated from sequence (127), only 70.4 kcal/mole would be

needed for vaporization of the aluinijium solid. 'The renaining 240. 2 kcal/

mole from sequen ce (126) or 53. 5 kcal/mole f'rojmi scquencc (12-27), \\ould

either be radiated out into the inteo'-pat'iclc space or dIeposited in the reac-

tion products Al', AI 2' All3 Y9, or MAI. Al 2ACI3 (C1, in the form
3' 3'

of vibrational and translationaj/rotational tn,,rpm S. in the cadso of SeCjUef1ue

(126), outward diffusion of the onerlgeticý reaction pirodiicts into the inter-

particle space may well lead to furthe i Jis socjatioij of thfe ambient F,, through

reactions of the type

A hJ.(v) f lV" - *AlAJ.'0',)) -4 I - 1 (1 8)

All',(4) Y F' 2 All" ' A 3) (129)

Al"3 (v) F P 2 Al] F3(0) 1 ' - 1." (130)

F' "! * 1," F I Y" I Y (131)

"or sequence( 0 27), B-------, the ...s .id •lt -onw i gy 'rom none of the three

steps appears high e;nouglh for- further dissackit t o Ci ) , but by the end of

stej, 3, three m-oles of atomic C.I Would already iiavc \Icbee prioduced fron-

Jurning of one mole of aluminum.

(6) Matching of Molecular Diffusion Time and Collisional Deexcita-

tion timhe. If chemnilurninesccnce were weak and the phofodissociation

processes were completely ineffective in r'e(istributling the co:ubustdin

ec rgy, one must then rely on diftusiurm (f the active atoms and/or the
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enzrgetic molecules for such energy redistribution.

Again, going back to the example of the hydrogen-halide systems cited

in the preceding section, one may readily note that, concurrent with the dif-

fusion of the F or Cl atoms into the interparticle space, laser pumping reac-

tions, such as Reactions (115) through (118) will take place. The excited

laser molecules, such as 1137(v) or I(v), which are fornied earlier (i.e.,

closer to the flame zone) will also Dc .;ubjected to nmore de-excitation colli-

sions as the outward diffusion of active atoms and energetic 1-nolecules

progresse.. Thus, in order to mnaintain a positive gain over the bulk of the

inter-particle volume, it is essential that the characteristic diffusion time

TD be kept shorter than, or at nmost comparable to, the characteristic

collisional deexcitation time

-1

¶ k (132)

where kcj denotes some averaged rate constant for collisional de-excitation

of the upper laser t4ate by a c-j -l- cule. ovet ' p ...S.. . yp •- •,u cc ~ •: ver Lu• h V4cJp~tr!Liul:I , space,

TI. denotes the corresponding averaged number density of type-j niolecules,3

and the summation is to be carried over all types of ruolecules present in

the gas mixture filling the in terparticle space. By writirig

n.j - 2.5 × It)9 lvi] -Zp -3
19 -3 (133)-3
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where [Mj] denotes some averaged mole fraction of type-j molecules

(appropr 4ately normalized with respect to the initial molar concentration of

the total gas-phase mixture before combustion and dissociation took place),

and p/0 is the actual gas density divided by the standard gas density as

defined earlier. The characteristic collisional de-excitation time may be

expressed in the form

~-1

5C Xk-U Cj I m econd (134)

if k. is given in units of cm 3 /rmolecular-scc.

lBy equating Eq. (122) and Eq. (134), one therefore obtains the follow-

ing expression for matching the characteristic: diffusion tidre T With t-e

characteristic collisional de-excitation time T

1 I 16 -cj [0. /2 (135)

wherý f, is the averaged interparticle distance measured in micruns. The

collisional de-excitation rate constant k . depends, of course, strongly on

the type of laser molecule and the particular upper laser state under consid-

eration. It may also depend ,;trongly on the chemical type of the collision

partner M. , and on the translational/rotational temperature. For example,

the value of k cj for collisional de-excitation of the v = 1 level of 1IF at

-17 3
T = 500"-: is about 8 / 10 cm /molecule-sec when the collision partner
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•Fl'
-12 3

is Ar or F and about 2. 5 X 10 cm /molecule-sec when the collision
2'

partner is another HE. At a temperature of 1, 500 0 K, the corresponding

-15 3
value of k. becomres 7 x 10 cm /mnolecule-sec for collision with Arcj

S3
or F. and 1. 7 > 10 cm /molecule-sec for collision with another HF,

respectively. On the other hand, the value of k . for collisional de-
c-

excitation of the vy 1 level of HC1 at ' = 500"K is about 1. 7 X10- cm/

molecule-sec, whether the collision paTtnexr ,,yre C1. I, H, or another

HCl molecule at ground vibrational level, At a temperature of 1, 500 0 K,

-13 3
the value of k becomes 4 X 10 cm 3/molccule-scc for the same set of

cj

collision partners.

-12 3
By taking typical value ER.j IM.] = 10 cin /rnolecule-sec for

collisional de-excitation of lii" vibrations, and II cm /rnolecule-sec for

collisional de-excitation of I1CI vibrations, respectively, Eq. (135) indicates

that matching of 'I and 'C can be achiieved for I p/E0 1 micron in an
D C 0

HF system, and for 2 P/P 0 10 mnicron in an ICi system. Thus, at slandard

density, the characteristic diffusion tire .t can be nade shorter than• tl

characteristic collisional de-excitation time I if the averaged inter-

particle distance f is kept shorter than about 1 micron in an IfF system,

and 10 microns in an MCI system. Al Gne-tenthi the sta.ndard density (i. C.,

P/P0 :_ 0. 1, the corresponding value icr I should be kept shorter than 10

nicron in an H1.1 system, and 100 nmicrons in an MICI .sýysteni, in order to mnake

the diffusion time shorter than the collisional de-excitation tinme of 4X 10 sec

-5
for HF, and 4 x10 sec for HCJ, respectively.

1 Ol
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(7) Simultaneous Matching of All Necessary Conditions. After

matching the molecular diffusion time "r with the coliisional de-

excitation time T in accordance with Eq. (135), one must now go back andC

re-examine all other constraints that may have been imposed, either directly

or indirectly, on the product I p/p0 through the requirement for matching

of other characteristic time scales discussed earlier, and then see if they

are all compatible.

The averaged interparticle distance P is related to the number of

-1/3
solid particles per unit volume, n, such that I = n (since the averaged

P P
-1

volumne occupied by each particle is n ). The initial volume fraction of
p

solid nartirles C is given by n times the initial volume per particle
P ~p

34 TTc / .3, so that

0 T

p (136)

The volume fraction of solid particles ¢ to be used in a two-phase system,
p

in turn, is related to the mole ratio between the solid-phase particles and

the gas-phase reactants, such that

No. of moles of solid particles per unit volume
p No. of moles of gas-phase mixture per unit volume

molal volume of gas-phase mixt-ure at standard density

p (P/P 0) molal volume of solid

2.24 × 0 4 0 0
P (137)

(P/P01) 
V

I02.



By combining (136) and (137), one obtains

_0 -2 1/3 1/3-2,2 X10 (NT X P/o) (138)

The0 roolal volume V for most netals of interest to the present problemp

3 3
is of the order of 10 cm (e.g., V ) 10. 0 cnm for Al, 14. 0 for Mg, 10.6P

for Ti, 14. 3 for Zr, 4. 3 for 13, ,fk .), while the dcesired mole ratio X
P

between solid and gas is expectedl ft, be of the ordle 0. 1. Therefore, one

may let (V X ) 1/3_, I for all ptraciciial lpurp)oscs. The required ratio be-

twee•t the initial particle.1 radii s a•ut Htc avragcd inIcriparticle distance is

therefore, approximately

2. 2 x>I C , (139)

Thus, if one denotes the value of I r/P0 which satisfied the matching condi-

tion (135) by the symbol (U p 0 ), Eq. (139) requires that the initial radius

of the particles nmust satisfy the following inequality in order to keep

T •T '
D C

.2 U 0/po)'C0 2. 2 x IQ (140)
(p/P0) -/3

In the preceding section, we estimated that (u P ) 1 mnicron for the HF

system, and (I p.tp)• 10 Micron. Accordingly, Eq. (140) requires that

-2
the particle radius be kept smnaller than 2. 2 X 10 and 0. 2Z micron for
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normal density operation in IF" and ItCI bystems, respectively. Foi opera-

tion at P/PO = 0. 1, the initial particle radius requirement becomes

•0 5 0. 102 and 1. 02 micron for H1F and IICI systcms, respectively.

If the particle burning time formula (123) can be extrapolated to

burning of aluminum particles down to the sub-micron region in F and Cl,
_'2'

then using the value of • 4 X 10 3 cmn2,/s-c previously obtained for Al-O2

-9 -7

-2
for burning of 2, 2 > 10 and 0. 22 micron particles, respectively, at normal

density. For burning at 0. 1 normal density, the burning time so obtained

becomes 2.6 X 10-7 and 2.6 X 10-5 sec for burnin_ of 0. 102 and 1. 02 micron

radius aluminum particles, respectively. Siice the collisional de-excitation

timne at P/p0 = 0. 1 has been estimated to be 4 X, 1- sec ad 4 X 10-5 se

for HIE and HC1 respectively, these estimated burning timies appear quite

satisfactory. However, as we discussed earlier, we do not really know if

the burning time formula (123) can be extrapolated to burning of aluminum

powder in halogen gases, nor do we know how far it can be extrapolated in

the direction of decreasing particle radius beyond those covered by previous

experiments.

From preceding discussion of the rate of heating of solid particles

105
in subsection (3), we concluded that heating time scale of the order of 10 sec

appeared quite feasible, but further compression of the heating time scale

-5
to values much shorter than 10 sec would cause undue strain on the
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requirement of radiation source intensity (unless the absorbing particles

were made of much poorer conductors than aluminum). This additional

constraint accordingly further limits the feasible range 0& two-phase pulsed

hydrogen-halide lasers to initial gas-phase density somewhat below the

standard atmospheric density (say, P/P0'_ 0.1). However, comparing this

to the accessible density range of existing single-phase hydrogen-halide

systems, the present estimated feasible gas density (for undiluted gas-

phase reactants) P/Po0 0. 1 already represents a very significant potential

for improvement.

1
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APIPEND1X I

RECOMMENDED RATE CONSTANTS F"OR }12 -F2

CHEMICAL LASER (Prom Rcf. 47)

A detailed list of reaction considered for tie rate equations of the

first and second vibrational levels of til III, molecule together i\ith

selected rate constants is presented here (only forward reactions are

considered).

Excitation Reactions

k

r + 2 1() H1F1(1) 1 II (1) -1.8 x 10

kIt 2.) 1- . /

1"-' I F 4 (2) F k 5() x' 10(K

9 U- i2 . . - I1'2 ]4(1) -

k5I>1171 '1) 1 2- 2.4-/3
2 5(1)

k5 (2) 1'•- 2 .4/U•

Ii A F -- I H " 2) k ]22 k 9 × 10

l)cexcitatkin ]t( actions

(1) V-T transfer

kF(l) i ItF K6 a(l) 106. 23 1 77 16 T- 43
1-1()AI?-r 111(0) -4 tii" ik. z=1 T " -1 10 T

ka(l(

11F (1) 1 t I6a (1 IIF(0) i If,)

k 6 a(2)

HF(2) i 1IF ) 11t,(1) I1 - 1C6a((2) 2 k6a(1)
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k 6 a(Z)

HF(2) 1 -2 -- 0. -II ,1) + 12

ka

k6a (3)
HF(3) + H-F - HHF(2) 4 -IF k 6a(3)= 3 k6a(1)

k(3 +6a (3)

H•F(3) +- II (3) 4 (32

HF(1) + F 6 b(l) 1- I(0) r1" k 6 b(1) 1.5 × 10 o T

HF(2) + F k I6bI (F( k 6 2 b X k6b(l)

6~b( 3 )
HF (3)3)±F IIF (2) 4 F k 1(3) 3 X k61(1)

kr c3(1) 51 4 4 056

HF(1) 1 F2 F ItF(0) I k ( 5.45x10 T 5
6ck(1)

HF(Z) 4 P2 ,-, ]It11) P2 -, k 2X kHF 2)1 Z c(2_ 72 k c (2) xk 6c (1)

k 6 )

HF(3) q P2 - ) HF(2) 4 P2 k 3x k
6c (3 ) 6c (1)

k 6 f( 1 ) 1 T(1.5 × 1010-1.9/0
HF(1) ± H - - IIF(0) 4 II k T(. 1)1

6f (1)

46f(2) = 2 X k

k 6 f( 3 ) 6f(1)

HF(3) 4 H 6f ITF(2) ± I1 k 3 X k
6f(3) 6f(2)
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(2) V-V exchange

HF (1) + HF (1) ka 1)l PO) T2)k7(1 2108 T1.5-~(1 HV0 •Ji2 7 1  2(108 15

HII(l) + 1-F(1) .h •-3H IF(0) I ItF(3) k..1

ItF(1) + tIF(?-) kH II (0) f Hl"(3) k 7b(1) 3(5 X 107 TI1 5

HF(1) 4 HF(3) k -r I7c(0) (1 IIF(4) k 7c(I) : 4(2 X 107 T 1. 5

k
HF(1) + IF(3) a(2 (101

k 7 a (1}

k
IHF(2) 1-HF(2) a 111'1) ( I)F(1)

HF(2) 11 tF(3) ('7b S) C X I7 '1.5k7b(-)

where 0 = 2. 3 RT/1000 kcal/mole, It is the ~uiversal gas constant,

T is the temperature in 'K, and the rate constants k, are in units of

cc/mole-sec.
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